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Abstract approved:

A hi-erarchicar classi-f ication system of rceland.rs
watersheds and rivers i-s presented. fhe classification
is based on rcelandrs substrate, criinate, water, biota,
and human cultural influences, The geological formations
of rceland are very different in character depending on
their age and formation history. Three major types of
formations occur: Tertiary, plio-preistocene, and
Pleistocene. These formations have different
hydrological characters and different landscapes. There
are also large differences i-n the climate within rceland.
Four major river types are found in rcer-and: spring-fed
ri-vers in pleistocene areas, direct runoff rivers in
Plio-Pleistocene areas, direct, runoff rivers in Tertiary
areas and wetland heath rivers in Tertiary areas. Eleven
biogeoclinatic regions occur in rceland, each having a
different watershed type.

The classification together with life history theory
can explain the distributions, abundances, and life
history strategies of rcelandic salmonids. oceanic
conditions must also be considered to explain the life
history patterns of anadromous populations. when the
freshwater and marine habitat is stable, the life history



patterns of individuals in a population tend to be
uniform, one life history forrn being most common. In an
unstable environment many life history forms occur and
the life span of one generation is 1onE. The properties
of the habitat can further explain which life history
types are present. fn the most stabl-e and favorabLe
rivers of lceland resj-dent life history forms are more
common.

Such a classification of a river habitat greatly
aids the understanding of the habitat, and how it enables
and constrains the salmonid populations within it.
Consequently adaptations in life histories are better
understood and conservation, utilization, and rnanaqrement

of these valuable natural resources are made more
coherent and efficient.
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Classification of lcelandic Watersheds
and Rivers to Explain Life History

Strategies of Atlantic Salmon

INTRODUCTION

Rivers and streams and their biological systems are
valuable resources and their value will without doubt
increase in the future. und.erstanding of these
ecosystems will help to insure their conservation and
wise management.

classification rn order to understand nature,
hurnans classify natural systems. Habitat classification
is one way of understanding ecosystems. Many attempts
to classify rivers and streams have been based. on various
chemical, physical, and biological varj-ables, either in
combination or alone (Huet 1989, rllies and Botosanenu
1963, Pennak 1971, Hynes 1970, Hawkes Ig7S, Binns and
Eisermann 1979, oswood and Barber 19g2). there have
been, however, few atternpts to integrate these major
groups of variables. fhe suitability of selected habitat,
variables has oft,en been doubtful, even though success
or failure of the stream invent,ory depends on this
selection (platts l-974) .

Habitat view Habitat can be viewed as the template
for the ecological strategies of biological organisms
(southwood 1977). Habitat at the level of the biological
community can be viewed as all physical subsystems, while
biological communities include all biological subsystems
(warren and Liss 1983). communities are organized within
habitats, which to a large degree enable and constrain
populations, their distributions, life cycles, and food
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resources, as well as conmunity organization and
development, (Hawkins 1983). At the population level, the
habitat of one species includes other specj-es,

Wat,ershed as the fundamental unit Both lentic and
lot.ic waters are parts of more incorporating systems.
The surrounding watershed controls their characteristics
and is therefore a basis for classifyinE freshwater
systems. The importance of watersheds as a fundamental
unit of study is widely accepted across various
disciplines (Chorley 1969, Borman and Likens 1969, Black
1970, Curry 1972, Hynes I975, Lotspeich 1980, Schumm

1s77) .
Contextualistic view There is a great need for

an integrative systematic approach for understanding the
considerable variability among and within freshwater
systems and their biota (HaIl and Knight L981). Many

authors have ca1led for such an integrative approach to
classification (Bai1ey, Pfister and Henderson J978 |
Lotspeich 1980, Lotspeich and Platts L982, Warren 19791

Warren and Liss L983).
A comprehensive, integrative classification system

for streams is needed to relate stream habitat to
biogeoclirnatic land systems (Frissel l-986, Lotspeich and
Platts L982, Warren L979, Warren and Liss 1983). In
developing such a classification system it is assumed
that the organization and development, of strearn
communities are determined by the structure and dynamics
of the habitat, which j-n turn are controlled by the land-
water system.

Capacity and performance fo understand the
st,ructure of biological systems, they should be
classified. by their long-terrn capacities, rather than

I



short-term performances (Warren LgTg).

3

A system
potential capacity encompasses all of its possible
developmental trajectories (Warren et al. 1979). A
system develops from its potentiar capacity in response
to a changing environment. while the capaeity of a
system can never be fuI1y known, the concept of capacity
helps us to understand the system in terms of its most
general, invariant, and deterrnining properti-es (warren
et al. t979\ .

rn classi-fication based on capacity, variabl_es that
are most enablinE and constraining should be chosen. The
variables that appear to be the most enabling or
constraining change with the spacio-temporal sqare within
which the system is viewed (southwood, !976, 1977, warren
and Liss 1980).

Hierarchy A hierarchicar view, in which the state
of a higher 1evel syst,em enables and const,rains the
development of the lower 1evel systems it embodies,
recogni-zes this problem of scale. This kind of approach
can be used for systems having subsystems that behave on
heterogeneous tirne scales (A11en and Starr l-9g2).

Classification of stream svstems These principles
of capacities, enabling and. const,raining variabres, and
hierarchical control of system deveropment can be applied
successfully to stream systems. stream systems can be
viewed as hierarchically organized systems incorporating
successively lower levels: stream secrment, reach, and
microhabitat subsystems (Frisser 1986). sinilarry, a
stream system is itserf a subsystem in a broader
watershed system, which in turn is a subsystem in a
biogeoclimatic region svstern (warren and Liss 1983).

Each lever forms the environment of the level be1ow.
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The developroent of realized capacity and the performance
of system at one 1evel in hierarchy is therefore
determined by the capacity and performances of the leve1
above. Furthermore, because stream subsyst,ems remain in
the context, of the watershed as a whole, their capacities
and performances can be relat,ed to watershed events
(Frissel 1986).

Processes of low frequency and high magnitude
determine the capacity of a system hiqh in the hierarchy,
while relatively high freguency low magnitude events
determine the capacity of a system low in the hierarchy
(Frissel et al. 1995).

It is therefore important to initiate a
cLassification at the highest levels in the hi-erarchy.

Adantation southwooc (1977) developed a framework
in which life history strategj-es of organisrns are viewed
in terms of temporal and spatial avail_ability,
predictability, and favorableness of habitats. An
adeguate hierarchicaL classification system can account
for these habitat dimensions.

Present study The goal of this study is to develop
a theoretically and empirically coherent and
heuristically useful biogeoclimat,ic classification of
rcelandic watersheds and rivers in relation to the
ecology of the rivers, particularly the ecology of
salmonid fishes, their distributions, abund.ances, and
life hist,ory strategies.
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ICELANDIC IIATERSHEDS AND RIVERS

Domains of Icelandic watersheds

rn order to classify rcelandic r,,iatersheds it is
important to comprehend rcelandrs substrate, climate,
water, biota, and human cultural infruences, which are
considered as domains of classification. These domains
and t'heir capacities and performances as werr as their
interactions will be covered. rn the next chapter, a
classification system for rcelandic rivers based on these
domains will be presented.

Human population, 1and, use and geography

rceland is situated in the North Atrantic ocean,
between 630 and 67o N latitude and r-3o and zso w
longitude. Two-third.s of its r03rooo hn2 are over 2oo
m in elevation, and its higihest peaks are about 2000 m
above sea leveI (Figure 1).

rcerand was sett,led by Norwegian vikings in the
years 845 to 930 A. D. Through the aEes, the human
population size varied from 30,000 to Bo,o0o people,
depending on how favorabre cond.itions were (Thorarinsson
1953, Fridriksson 1969). Today, rceland has a human
population of about zsotoOo, which gives a mean d.ensity
of 2.4 inhabitants per kmz. Half the population Lives
in and around. the capital, Reykjavik. outsi-d.e the
capital, the population is distributed along the coast
and in the valleys all around. the island. The central
highlands are not inhabitated (Figure Z).
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Fisheries and fish processing are the nainstay of
the Icelandic economy. Agriculture, now consists alrnost
entirely of animal hr:.sbandry (sheep, cattle and horses)
and more than satisfies domestic needs. Land use is
sirnilar throughout the country. Farmed land is mainly
hayfields and pastures or meadows. Naturally veEetated
areas are used for rangelands in the sunmer, mainly for
sheep. Industry has been growing in recent decades,
particularly in the capital, Reykjavik, and in the larger
towns. Iceland is poor in raw material resources but
rich in energy, particularly hydro- and geothermal power.
Ehe standard of livinE in fceland is as high as in other
western countries.

Vegetation

OnIy 25t of Iceland is now vegetated and only 18 is
covered by woods (Figure 3). The remaining 75* consists
of sand deserts, lava fields, and glaciers. Because of
cooling climate about 2500 B. p., vegetation declined..
This decline was accelerated by settlement around 9oO

A.D. Woods changed to grasslands and heavy erosion
began. About 608 of the country was vegetated at the
time of settlement and about,308 of the country was
covered with woods, mainly birch (Thorsteinsson 1981).
Heavy grazing has been responsible for part of the change
in vegetation. Draining of wetland by ditches has been
extensive during this eentury and has in some cases
accelerated the vegetation decline. Much effort has been
put into stopping the resultant erosion, and some

progress has been made.
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The vegetation is subarctic with extensive
grassland, mire vegetation, and heath vegetation with
grass and dwarf shrubs (Steinthorsson L974').

The vegetation and the soil in the geologically
younger parts of Iceland are more sensitive than in the
older parts. The vegetation is also more delicate at
higher elevations. Large areas of the active volcanic
zone are almost barren, and the remaining soil and

vegetation there are in retreat. This is especially true
in areas where precipitation penetrates deep into the
porous ground. Aeolian material from the erosion areas
can damage vegetation in nearby areas by covering the
plants and by thickening the soiI. The vegetation
condition are generally better in areas outside the
volcanic zones.

Geology

The geology is very irnportant in classifying
Icelandic watersheds and rivers. Different geological
formations have different hydrological characteristics,
and landscape is highly dependent on the geology.

Iceland is a young volcanic island (< 16 n.y. ) .
Active volcanic zones run across the country in a north-
east / south-west direction. Its bedrock i-s
predominantly effusive igneous rocks. Basalt j-s the
predominant rock type (80-858), acid and intermediate
rock constitute about 10?, and sediments of volcanic
origin make up the rest (Saemundsson 1979).

It has proved convenient, because of major phases
in Icelandrs formation, to divide the geological history
into four epochs: Tertiary (> 3.1 m. y. ) , Plio-
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Pleistocene (0.7-3.I n. y.), pleistocene (< O.j m. y.)
and Holocene (< O.01 m. y.). These epoch do not
correspond exactry with international time scales
(saemundsson r979, Hjartarson et al. 1980). According
to the theory of plate tectonics (wegener 19L5), rcel_and
is a hot spot on an ocean ridge and the active volcanism
is due to change in direction of the Mid-Atrantic ridge
(Jakobsson t979, Kristjansson 1979). Like locations on
other ocean ridges, rceland is d,rifting outward. frorn the
volcanic zones in both directions (vine and Mathews
1963) - The continuous volcanism irnrned.iately fills up the
gap between the plates (Le pichon 1968, Morg'an 1968).
The drift rate is about I cm each year in each direction
(Kristjansson l-979). At present, rcerand would be
growing but for the erosion rate, estimated t,o be about
equal the growth rate (steinthorsson 19gz). The rocks
generally dip gently towards the center of the rift, zone.
The age of the bedrock reflects the outward drift. The
rocks are youngest in the active volcanic zones and
increase in age with d.istance from the zones (saemund.sson
1979). The actual rift zone of the ocean rid.ge cuts the
island in a direction from sI^I to NE (Figure 4)
(Saemundsson I979, Steinthorsson 1981) .

The rift zone has been displaced through time
(Kristjansson l'97g), this explaining rather complex
distribution of rocks of different age and type
(saemundsson L979). For exarnple, the rift zone at
Reykjanes Langjokurl (FiEure 4) was initiated 6-7 m.
y. ago when the rift zone jumped from the snaefellsnes
area to its present more southerly and easterly location.
Volcanism during the plio-pleistosene (O.7 3.1 n.y.)
was not confined to the present axial rift zone but
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occurred in other areas of rcelandf one perhaps older
rift zone in skagi in north rceland, pararrel to the
present rift zone and now ext,inct and one zone at
snaefellsnes in west rceland, transverse to the present
rift zone and stilr active. volcanism southwest of
vatnajokull began 2 n.y. ago and is paraIleI with the
rift zone of neykjanes Langjokull. since then these
two paraller vorcanic zones have been act,ive in south
rceland (Figures 4 and 5). Different rocktlpes originate
fron the actual rift zone (tholeiite series) than from
volcanic zones out,side the rift zone (transitj-onal alkali
and alka1i series) (Jakobsson Lg7g, st,einthorsson 19g1,
Gudmundsson 1996). Active peri-ods of volcanic systems
have been found to vary frorn 300, ooo years to I m. y
(saemundsson l9z9). About 32 volcanic systems are
considered to be active at present (Figrure 6)
(Gudmundsson 1986), 24 of which have erupted since
deglaciation (Saemundsson LgTg) .

Earthquakes Movement of land and landslid.es are
most 1ikely to occur where there is some tectonic
activity. rn rceland the tect,onic activity is rerated
to the nid-At,lantic plate boundary, especialry to two
major fracture zones, where the plate boundary is
dispraced. one of the zones is in south rceland, the
ot'her in north rceland and north of rceland (Einarsson
and Bjornsson rgTg) (Figure 4). Faults often create
waterfalls, which can inhibit novement of fishes. such
waterfalls are in some rivers in south rceland.

rn mosL regions, lava piles are tirted toward.s the
present volcanic zone (saemundsson 197g, sigurd.sson and
Sigbjarnarson 1985).
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Hydrogeology The interaction of land and water
must be considered when watersheds and rivers are to be

classified. The permeability and hydraulic conductivity
of Icelandic geological formations decreases with
increasing &ge, due to secondary mineralization and
alteration, compression, and intrusion of dykes. The
permeability of the rocks is also highly dependent on the
conditions under which they were formed (Hjartarson et
a1. 1980).

fertiary bedrock (older than 3.1 m. y. ) (Figure 5)

consists predominantly of basaltic lavas, which formed
classical basaltic plateaus. The oldes! rocks of lceland
are 16 m.y. old (Miocene). The basaltic plateaus changed
markedly during the ice age (P1io-Pleistocene) by glacial
erosj-on into the well known landscape of high mountains,
deep va11eys, and fjords (Saemundsson t979). fertiary
bed.rock, which covers 5OTOOO l(:rn2, is generally not very
permeable. Groundwater divides are cJ-ose3_y related to
the topography (Arnason L976). Tertiary bedrock j_n east
fceland is less permeable than that in west lceland. the
eastern pile is both denser and more zeolitised, probably
because of more compression due t,o thicker icecap and
longer ice age duration in the east than in the west.
The north-west penj-nsula has rnarkedly higher permeability
than other Tertiary areas because of low secondary
mineralizat,ion (Sigurd.sson and Sigbjarnarson 1985) . This
affects the runoff characteristics in the Tert,iary areas.
Where the perneability is higher, the bedrock acts to
store water and hence buffer water-fIow, this resulting
in lower fluctuations in discharge of the watershed.
Dyke swarms and j.ntrusions act as barriers for
groundwater flow in some locations (Hjartarson et aI.
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1980).
Quaternary bedrock (younger than 3.1 m. y. ) (Figure

5) is very heterogeneous in nature and was characterized
by the cold crimate of ice age under which it was formed.
Glaciar erosion also changed the bedrockrs character.
trypical lavas are not formed. in subglacial eruptions.
Eruption under thick ice or water forms pi11ow rava
interstratified with various types of breccia and
hyaloclastite, but eruption at shallow depth forms mostly
tephra or tuff. Tephra is rater metamorphosed into
palagonite (Kjartansson 1943). old palagonite is almost
impermeable, r^rhile pillow lava is highly permeable. This
affects the movement of water. The main d.ifferences
between Plio-Pleistocene (0.7-3.1 m. y.) and pleistocene
( 0. 01-0.7 m. y. ) rocks are that plio-pIei-stocene rocks
are more erod.ed and have a higher degree of second.ary
mineralization than pleistocene rocks and are, therefore,
less permeable (Hjartarson et a1. tggO).

Plio-Pleistocene areas cover 25roo0 kn2 and 1ie
between the Tertiary areas and the pleistocene (neo-
volcanic) zone (Figure 5). The topography is very
different from the flat lava plains of the Tertiary
formation. Subglacial volcanism created uneven
topography with elongate ridges of hyaloclastite and
pillow lava (saemund.sson 1979). These formations erode
easily and have therefore been heavily eroded both by
glaciers and later by water. The water has flowed
overland, due to low permeability, and has made deep
gullies and gorges in some areas. Gorges are also found.
in other places. Most of these are old river channels
were formed during deglaciation by large glacial rivers
fed by meltwater.
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Pleistocene formations in the neo-volcanic zone
cover about 3o,ooo ]<rn2 (Figure 5). The volcanic rocks
of the Pleistocene are of two types with regard. to
structure and morphology (Figure 7). one type includes
extensive subaerial lava f lows which erupted during
interglacial periods. Glacial erosion rater d,eprived.
these lavas of their surface features. The other type
includes subgracial pillow lavas and hyaloclastite rocks
(Figure 7). Many volcanic systems of the upper
Pleistocene are sti1l active (FiEure 6) (saemundsson
reTe) .

Deglaciation started earlier in west Iceland and in
north rcerand (11r000 - 13ro0o years) than in south-east
rceland, especially in the highland.s there (9.000 years)
(Einarsson 1968). Postglacial lava fields (Figure 8) in
Iceland (Holocene, younger than 0.01 n.y.) are highly
permeable, and almost all precipitat,ion that falls on
them penetrates into them. vast amounts of water can be
discharged from lava aquifers in a rimited area. And
vast amounts of water can be recharged, since rivers can
partly disappear into 1ava (Hjartarson et a1. 1980).
Fissure swarms can have a strong influence on groundwater
f1ow, and many of lcelandrs largest springs are
assocj-ated with fi-ssure swarms (Hjartarson et ar. 1980).
In the volcanic zone, groundwater divides can be
dif ferent from surface divides (Arnason Lg7 6) .

soil and loose sediments Loose sediments in rceland
are in most places very thin. During the ice d9€, aLl-
sediments were swept into the sea. The outer part of the
rcelandic shelf j.s made up of these sediments, which are
several hundreds of meters thick (Kristjansson Lg76).

Highly permeable loose sediments are fine and coarse
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alIuvium. semipermeable loose sediments are moraines and.
valley fil'ings. Moraines vary in permeability,
depending on the amount, of clay and si1t, in them. A high
fraction of silt and clay makes a moraine dense and
i-mpermeable. Glaciar moraines and sedi-ments play a large
role in the hydrology of some flat heath areas in north
rceland. rn the bigger valleys of the country, valrey
f illings were formed in interglacial and. Holocene tj-rnes.
The valley fillings are rather heterogeneous sed.iments
with variabr-e but generally 1ow permeability (Hjartarson
et a1' 1980). rn south rceland, a'J-uvia1 and glacio-
fluvial deposits are extensive (sro0o L*2). The rnajority
of these deposits have come from glacial rivers, but the
origin of large fraction of these sediments is volcanic
ash from subglacial eruptions.

The soil cover in rceland is d.iscontinuous and
delicate. The central highlands are more or less barren.
The young volcanic areas are in a desert-rike condition
as water soaks into the porous ground. rn Tertiary and
Plio-Pleistocene areas the soils are more boggy and peat
is extensively developed (saemundsson Lg7g, Hjartarson
et e!. 1e8o).

Landscape

rt is possible to divide rceland into several
t'opographical regions based on landscape. The landscape
is the result of the type of geologicar fonnation and its
erosional history,

rn the tertiary areas there are several types of
landscape. Glacial erosion has incised the oId. basaltic
plateaus. The typical fjord landscape is the dorninant
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landscape. The fjord landscape is dominant in east
fceland as well as in the north-west, peninsula. It is
less c1ear, but still the dominant, form, in north lceland
and west Iceland. fnstead of fjords there are in some

places deep valleys. Some of these are old fjords filled
with fluvial sediments at their upper ends. Lowlands in
the Tertiary areas are usually boggy and vegetated, and
are in many places valuable farrnlands. The mountains are
usually mostly barren. The fjords and the valleys
sometimes continue long distances underwater as submarine
valleys.

There are two areas in north-west and north-east
Iceland that differ from the typical landform. These
areas are flat, o1d glacial moraines with some glacio-
fluvial sediments in between. These areas are at an
elevation of 300-600 m. above sea1evel. They form
vegetated flat heaths having moraine hills with numerous
lakes and ponds in between. The rivers in these areas
differ greatly in character from rivers in other Tertiary
areas.

The Plio-Pleistocene areas lie between the fertiary
areas and the neo-volcanic zone. In some places there
are no clear boundaries between these formations but
rather a transitj-on from one type to the other. The
Plio-Pleistocene fornat,ions have lost their surface
features because of glacial erosion. The land. in these
areas has usually been incised by water that has forned
shall-ow valleys with ridges between the vaLleys. In some

places deep gullies have been forrned in these va1leys.
The rivers and. the valI€ys, as well as the ridges, are
generally lying in the same direction as the rift zone,
This is indicative of an older row of volcanic
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formations, on a fissure in the direction of the rift
zone, now deprived of their original surface characters.
A river usually flows sooner or later into its
neighboring paralIeI valley, and in this way there have
been formed dense networks of rivers and streams in
these areas. fhis is especially true in south rceland.
rn north rceland, where precipitation is lower, the
landscape is flatter or it, has the form of undulating
hil1s like the Tertiary heaths. stirl another forra is
like the defration f1at,s of the neo-volcanic formations.
Direct runoff rivers are the d.orninant type, but springs
are also found in some places ralhere the ground is more
permeable.

The neo-volcanic zones have a rather complex
landscape. rn most places, recent lava, often with rough
surface (pahoehoe) but sometimes flat (aa), is the
dominant feature. rn some places no volcanic activity
has occurred since d.eglaciation, and hence large areas
are f1at, barren, and sandy. These flat areas are ofLen
interrupted by volcanic mountains of severar kinds.
Vorcanic craters usually lie in a row in the d.irection
of the rift zone on a fissure swarm forming long rid.ges.
Fissure systems usually have a centrar volcano (Figure
6). Large areas are without surface water, and deflation
has destroyed vegetation and left large areas barren.
surface water exists in the frat sandy areas very
temporarily in the spring, when the ground. can be frozen
and j-mpermeable. Then mud streams may f1ow, but rater
nearly all the water penetrates into the ground. Large
quantities of surface material are brown away in the
sandy areas during dry periods. Areas with interglacial
lavas are more stable and resistant to wind erosionr ds
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are areas with recent 1avas, even though all
precipitation penetrat,es into these lavas (Figures 7 and
8). Spring-fed rivers are the domj_nant type in these
areas. Some glacial rivers, having dense water-courses
made of glacial silt and clay, run through these areas.
These rivers are forced to run in the direction of the
volcanic fissures, often between two volcanic ridges.
The groundwater underneath can flow in a different
direction (Arnason 1976) .

It is possible in a more detailed fashion to d.ivide
the country into several regions based on randscape types
(Preusser i-976). This does not, however, serve the
purpose of this study.

Climate and ocean condition

Rivers are only one part of the hydrological cyc1e,
and their characters depend heavily on the climate. The
cLimate in rceland is wet and cool. oceanic influences
on the climate are strong. A warm sea currentn the Gulf
stream, comes from the south and flows northward along
the Norwegian coast. The rrminger current, a branch from
the main stem, flows along the south coast of rceland and,
g'oes cl0ckwise around the island. rn some years, this
current does not reach to the sea north of rceland. This
causes failure in primary production in the sea north and
east of rceland. The East-rcelandic current, a branch
of the cold East-Greenland current, flows to the east
north of rceland and then t,o the south, east of rceland
(Stefansson 1961) (Figure 9). In some years, this
current along with other factors forces polar sea-ice to
the north and east coast of rceland. rn these instances,
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the polar ice has a depressing influence on sea and air
ternperatures (Bergthorsson 1969 and L972, Einarsson
te76).

Temperature The cLimate of lceLand is oceanic near
the shore, but more contj.nental in the central highLands.
The annual temperature range is narrow, with cool sunmers
and mild winters (Figures 10 and 11). The annual mean
temperature j-s about 5 oC in south Iceland, and 3 oc in
north Iceland. Average annual number of days of frost
is around lOO in the south and 150 in the north
(Eythorsson and Sigtryggsson 19?1). fhe ground. is
usually frozen and impermeable frorn November t,o April.
Frost is rare during the period. from June to mid-
september. changes in temperature and wind dj-rection and
speed are frequent. During wj-nt,er this causes freguent
freezing and thawing to occur (Einarsson 1976).

Diurnal temperature change is small during winter
(0.2-0.8 oC) but greater in the sunmer, especially
inland. Common diurnal temperature change is 4 5 oC

in the sunmer. The highest measured. temperature in
Iceland is 30.5 oC and the lowest is -31.g oc (Einarsson
L976).

Sunshine and global radiation fhe length of the
day from sunrise to sunset in Iceland is short, in the
winter and long in the sunmer" The shortest day in
Reykjavik, south fceland, is 4 hours and g minutes, and
the longest day in the surnrner j-s 21 hour and 9 minutes.
Respective numbers for Akureyri, north lceland, are 3

hours and 5 minutes and 24 hours and O minutes (Einarsson
re76),

The amount of radiation is affected by the anqrle of
the sun and the amount of cloudiness, The amount of

F
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cloudiness and hours of sunshine have been measured in
rceland (Einarsson 1969, Berthorsson 1977). From these
data the globar radiation has been car-culated (Figure 12)
(Einarsson L9o9). Rad.iation is very important in
increasing the ternperature of river waters in the surnmer.

Precipitation rcerand is in the route of maritirne
depressions, which are saturated with moisture. The most
conmon wind directions are southerly to south-easterly.
This causes high precipitation, especially in south-east
rceland. There precipitation is 1400 rnm/year in the
lowland and up to 40oo mm/year in Lhe mountains.
Precipitation of 1000 mm to 1600 mm/year is common in the
south and in the west, while 400 mm to 600 mm/year is
cornmon in the north and the north-east (sigfusdottir
1964, Einarsson t976) (Figure t3).

The precipitation i-s generally highest in the fal1
and lowest in the spring. For the country as a whole,
october has the highest precipitation, r2z , and May the
lowest, 5? (Einarsson 1976).

More downpourj-ng can be expected. in south rceland
than in north rceland, especially in south-east rceland.
There in the Iowland, precipitat,ion during 24 hours has
been measured to be up to 120 rnrn (Berthorsson 1968).

A considerable part of the precipitation falrs as
snow, especially in the North. rn south rceland snow is
5 - 72 of the precipitation in the winter-rnonths (october

April), while in the north about 50? of the annual
precipitation is snow and 85 g7z of the winter
precipitation is snow. rn west fceland and east rceland
the proportion of snow in the precipitation is between
that of south and north rcerand (Einarsson 1976). These
measurements are from lowland stations. The proportion
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of snow is higher in the mountains. The snow appears
earlier in the fall and melts later in the spring in
north fceland, and there is more snow depth (Einarsson
Le76).

Annual potential evapotranspiration in Iceland is
in the rangre of 360 to 560 mrn/year depending on location
(Figure 14) (Einarsson 1969, 1972). In sorne areas there
is a negative water balance during some parts of the year
(Figure 15) (Einarsson I972a,b).

Forecast areas lceland has been divided into 9

forecast areas based on weather cond.itions and
correlation of weather conditions between areas
(Einarsson l-978) (Figure 16). Such a division aids in
classification of watersheds and rivers.

Clirnate in the past There is interest, in 1earning
climate capacity by looking at a larger numbers of
weather performances. The crimate in rceland in the past
has been detennined from fossil records, historic
records, and geomorphological studies. Major trends in
Icelandic climate have followed gtobal changes in
clirnatic conditions. The earliest f ossil record.s
indicate a warm climate (average 10 oc and rare frosts)
from J-6 rn.y. to 8 m.y. before present. The clinate grew
cooler during the upper Miocene, and the cooling trend.
continued in the Pliocene. rn the lower pliocene, the
temperature of the coldest month was close to O oC.

During the upper pliocene and during the preistocene
about 20 glaciations occurred.r a's seen from
stratigraphical studies.

The Pleistocene floras became more and more like the
present one. Two out of the latest three glaciations
were most severe and ice covered. all of the island except

f
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for few nunat,aks (ice free mountains). The climate
between the glaciation was similar to the present one
(Simonarson I979, Einarsson 1966, 1968).

The tirne after last glaciation is the tirne that
salmonid fishes have been adapting and. evolving in
different rivers in rceland and is therefore especially
interesting. After the last glaciation (11,000 years
ago) the climate was warm and birch became the d.ominant
pIant. About 6,000 to Z,O0O years dgo, precipitation
increased and the vegetation became more boggy and new
wetlands evorved. About 5,000 years dgor precipitation
decreased again and a new birch era began. About 2r5oo
years ago the cLimate changed suddenly, temperature
decreased, and precipitation increased. At the same tirne
a new wetland era began. The country was settled around
the year 900. The climate then was sinilar to tod.ay,
until around 1200, when it became cold.er. rt became
still colder around 1600, and it was cold until ].g2o,
when it became warmer again (thorarinsson l-953,
Berthorsson 1969, Einarsson l-976). There was more
precipitation during the corder periods (Einarsson 197r),
but the wind direction that brought the precipitation
was similar to the present ones, this explaining the
present, location of glaciated areas.
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ICELANDIC FRESIIWATERS

surface hvdrology Average runoff per surface area
is high in rceland. Average annual runoff for the whole
country is about l-730 nm. surface runoff is highly
dependent on the water balance (precipitation less
evapotranspiration) and the perrneability of the bed.rock.
The runoff is highest in south-east rceland and, generally
high in south rceland (1200 to 5000 mn). rn north
rcerand the runoff is generalry lower (600 to 2500 rnm)
(Figure 17). rn some areas there is no surface runoff
due to high permeabirity of the ground. (Rist r.956) . The
runoff measurements (Figure l-7) and potential water
balance (Figure 15) seem to be in good agreement in areas
with dense bedrock.

Geothermal water Because of high geotherrnal
activity in rceIand., there is wid.espread. occurrence of
geothermal springs. Areas with thermal water are
generally classified into two categories: low temperature
areas (<15o oC) and high temperature areas (>ZOO oC)
(Fridleifsson LgTg). Low temperature springs are usually
associated with faurts and dykes where water can reach
geothermal heat only at great depth or in places with
high heat flow (Bodvarsson r-96r-). High temperature
springs are usualJ-y associated with recent i-ntrusions and
magnna charnbers in the volcanic zones (Arnason ]'g7 6) .

Thermal water has considerable influence in some
rivers in rceland and a few rivers have armost pure
geothermal water. Hovrever only about 3g. of Tceland's
surface water is thermal water since most thermal water
evaporates (Rist, 1964). For the purpose of present study
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it is not important.
Glaciers. - About 118 of fceland is covered by

glaciers at present. All glaciers in rceland are
temperate and are dynamically acti-ve and responsive to
climatic fluctuations. Graciers in rceland are of
various type from sma1l cirgue graciers to extensive
plateau ice caps (Bjornsson J,g7g).

There are two main glacier regions in rceland. The
northern region comprises the north-west peninsula and
a mountainous area in centrar north rceland (Figure l).
In the north-rlrest peninsula a glacier occupies the
northern part of extensive basart-p1ateau. About 1ls
cirgue and va11ey glaciers are found in the alpine
landscape of central north rceland. The south and
central region follows the wat,er divid.e frorn west to east
along the central highland. This includ.es several
glaciers, some of them large, one of them, vatnajokull,
the largest glacier in fceland (Bjornsson L979).

rceland became ice free at the end of the warm
period from 8o0o to 2500 8.p., except, for smalI ice caps
on the highest mountains. Glaciers grew during a cord
and wet period after 2500 B.p. when present glaciers were
formed. The glaciers expanded. further after the cooling
around 1200 and again during the cold period 1660 to
1920. since r92o the glaciers have been in recession
(Bjornsson t979).

Lakes rceland has many lakes but only a few are
large. Their basins are of various origins. There are
27 lakes larger than 5 kn2 and more than go rakes are
larger than t- krn2 (Rist 197b). About 12oo lakes are
larger than 0.1 krnz' Lakes cover about L.zz of the
surface of rceland (Adalsteinsson 1988). Apart from
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being important fish habitat, lakes are important in
watersheds as buffers, stabilizing the runoff and the
thermal regime of the outlet rivers.

The morphornetry of the lakes is important, since
shallow lakes have higher primary production with all the
bottom producing as well as the water bod.y. The content
of dissolved solids is also important, higher
concentrations increasing the prod.uction (Ryd.er et al.
J"974) - High primary production generally means higher
secondary production, including fish production.

wetlands and lakes are more conmon in the Tertiary
and Plio-Pleistocene areas, there being few in the
Pleistocene areas. some of lakes are without visible in-
or outflows. The water lever in some of these lakes

fluctuates with the level of the groundwater.
River types fcerand.ic rivers can be classified.

into three well defined. crasses based. on the origin of
the water. These types are glacj-al rivers, direct runoff
rivers, and spring-fed rj-vers (Kjartansson 1945),

Glasial rivers originate in mertwater. fheir frow
fluctuates considerably with air temperature, and they
reach peak flows late in the sunmer. Diurnal flow
fluctuations also occur. Glacial rivers have large roads
of suspended material. Glacio-fluvial deposits often
occur in the slower flowing parts of the rivers due to
fluctuations in f1ow. These cause the rivers to change
their course (Rist 195G). Glacial rivers are often
braided where their gradient is low. some of the glacial
rivers exhibit glaci-er burst (jokurhlaup) when glacier-
dammed lakes burst out or because of subglacial
geotherrnal or volcanic activity. Large quantities of
water can be discharged in such a burst (several ]*3),
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up t'o 2oo,ooo m3/sec. Glacier bursts usually only last
one or two ureeks, with sharp maxinum peak flows (Rist
les6).

Direct runoff rivers occur where the bed,rock is
dense, in the Tertiary areas and in the plio-pleistocene
areas. The f lor^i of the direct runof f rivers is highly
dependent on weather. The rivers swe1l rapidly d.uring
times of thaw and/or rain. River-water temperatures
fluctuate closely with air te:nperature (Rist 1956) .

spring-fed rivers are mainly in the permeable
Pleistocene bedrock areas and in recent geological
formations. fhe flow in spring-fed. rivers is even all
year around as is the temperature of the water, which is
close to the annual averagie air temperature (3_5 "C)(Rist Ie56).

Runoff characteristics fhe flow patterns of
rcelandi-c rivers d.epend on the permeability of the
bedrock and the amount and the thermal condition of the
precipitation. The permeabirity of the bedrock is very
different between different formations.

lhere are mainly four types of discharge peaks in
rcerand (Rist, 1964, Rist, and sigvaldason r-968, Rist and
sigurdsson 198r, rg}z, Rist, and Thorsteinsson 1981).
Most rivers have their maximum d.ischarge in spring.
Rivers at high elevation and rivers in North rceland have
their highest, discharge peaks rater in the spring than
do southern and rowland rivers. some rivers have
discharge peaks in the fa1l, which is the time of highest
precipitation. Then the ground. can be frozen and less
permeable, causing increased f1ow. winter floods occur
in some rivers, especially in the south and south-east
when maritime depressions saturated with warm, moist air
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pass, these causing rain and snowmert. The fourth type
of discharge peaks occurs in glacial rivers in the fall,
when nelting of ice has reached its maximum (Rist 19G8a,
le68b).

The Pleistocene areas (Figures S, 7, g) (neo-
volcanic zone) are generally very permeable (ro-o to 10-
= m/s) (sigurdsson and sigbjarnarson 19g5) and most of
the precipit,ation soaks into the ground. water f lovis
underground, sometimes long distances, until it reaches
denser bedrock, often at lor^rer elevations, where the
water emerg'es in springs. spring areas are sometimes on
a beach or below sea level. Large areas are without
surface water. spring-fed rivers are thus the typlcal
river type. The flow in these rivers is very even, only
smal1 changes occurring. small peaks in the runoff can
occur during winter and in spring during rain and thawing
of snow, if the ground is frozen and thus less permeabre.
Then some overrand flow occurs. However, in many porous
areas, virtually no changes occur in the runoff
(Kjartansson 1964). This is especJ.ally so in areas of
recent 1avas, in fissured areas, and in interglacial
lavas (Figure B). Runoff per surface area is highly
dependant on the amount of precipitation and is,
therefore, much higher in southern pleistocene areas tban
in the northern areas.

The Plio-pleistocene forrnations (Figure 5) generally
have very dense bedrock and row permeability (ro-z to 10-6 m/*) (sigurdsson and. sigbjarnarson rg8s). rn most
places, loose sediments and. soils are thin, so a large
part of the precipitation runs overland. The
permeability, which is almost entirely of capillary type,
is reduced dramatically during frosts. The runoff in

r
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these areas therefore fluctuates greatly in the winter,
especially in the south where the precipitation isgreater and rain and thaw d.uring wint,er are more
freguent. The highest discharge peaks are in the springr
when thaw and rain set in. spring is earlier in the year
in the south and in the lowlands than in the north and
in the highlands. smalr discharge peaks can occur at any
time of the year. During summer the runoff is more
stable, since water penetration into the ground. is
greater- The lowest discharge is usually 1at,e in the
faI1 when frosts set in and. the amount of precipitation
is low.

The runoff characteristics in the Tert,iary areas
vary considerably, depending on the land.scape,
precipitation, and temperature. The Tertiary areas are
generally mountainous and the bed,rock is d.ense with Iowpermeability ( ro-: to to-7 m/s) (sigurd.sson and
sigbjarnarson 19gs). soil cover is generally rather
thin. The runoff, therefore, fluctuates throughout theyear. The runoff pattern is sirnilar to the plio-
Pleistocene areas except the fluctuations are g:eneraIIy
not, so large, soi1, and vegetation, lakes, and. ponds
acting as buffers. This is especially true where the
landscape i-s flatter as in the moraine heaths in westernpart of North fceland.

Relatively
smalI changes in temperature can have profound effects
on the runoff pattern of rcelandic rivers. cooling of
a few degrees would cause the rivers in south rceland to
have higher di-scharges in the spring than today since
snow would accumulate in the winter. The ground is
generally less permeable during frosts, which would cause
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overland flow during a larger part of the year than at
present,. Groundwat,er storage would decrease. During
frosts, the decrease in permeability is especially large
in some areas of the plio-pleistocene formations. some
rivers in the older part (Tertiary and plio-pleistocene)
of the country would stop running during the winter
because of frosts. spring flood would be larger in all
parts of the country, since more water wourd be stored
in the form of snow. Flood d.anger d.uring winter would
increase because of sud.den warming, snowmelt, and rain,
as happens with the arrival of d.epressions loaded with
moisture. Glacier growth would. decrease flows of gracial
rivers and some sprinE-fed rivers that depend on glacier
melt-water that penetrates into the ground.
(sigurbjarnarson 1962). rncrease in precipitat,ion has
been associated with cooring, which would further change
the flow patterns of Tcelandic rivers.

Temperature increase of a few degrees would also
alter flow patterns dramatically. sudden thawing of snow
during winter as maritime d.epressions arrive can cause
winter discharge peaks in south rceland, especially in
rivers at row elevation. such discharge peaks would
become more conmon in all parts of the country, includ.ing
highland rivers. Glacial rivers would have higher
discharges and discharge peaks, especially rate in the
summer. F10ws of spring-fed rivers that depend on
glacier meltwater would increase. srnalr- rivers and
rivers in the north and at high elevations that are now
frozen during winter would probably become perennial.
It should, however, be born in nind that increase in
temperature in the past has been associated with decrease
in precipitation.
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chemical comrrositions of river waters chenical
concentrations in rcelandic freshwaters are generalry Iow
(sigbjarnarson and sigurdsson 1995). chemicars in
rcelandic freshwaters are derived. from precipitatj_on and.
rock weathering. rcelandic surface waters fa11 in the
range of precipitation-rock dominance in the chemical
classification of waters by Gibbs (1970).

The main ions in precipitation i-n rceland are of
marine origin (Hal-rdorsdottir r9B3 ) , as i-n maritime
regions elsewhere (Eriksson 1952). The main ions of
marj-ne origin are C1-, N**, ca?* ' and ug2* in
corresponding ratios. Concentrations of marine
substances in the precipitation are highest in the winter
months and lowest during the surnmer (sigbjarnarson and
sigurdsson 19Bs), and highest near the shore but lower
inland (sigurd.sson 1986, Arnason rg76, Gislason and.
Eugster 1987a). There is also higher content, of marine
substances in the precipitation in south and southwest
rceland than in north and east rceland (sigurd.sson 19BG).
These differences in marine substances in the
precipitation can be explained. by the dominant air
masses. The Arnerican-Atlantic air mass arrives in winter
with south-westerly wind d.irection and is wet, and windy.
The Atrantic-European air mass arrj-ves with south-
easterly wind direction which is wet but not windy. The
Arctic air rnass arrives frorn the north and is wind.y but
not excessively wet (sigbjarnarson and sigurdsson 19g5).

The chemical concentrat,ion i-n Tcelandic freshwaters
can increase seasonally in a few locations because of
high evapotranspiration and low precipitation, where
there is low or neg'ative potential water barance (Figure
ls).
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Geological chemical influences on freshwaters in
Iceland are high in the younger areas of lceland,
especially the neo-volcanic (Pleistocene) zone and also
in the Plio-Pleistocene areas (SiEurd.sson and
Sigbjarnarson 1985).

Gislason and. Eugster (1987b) found that, basalt,ic
glass dissolved about LO times faster than crystalline
basalt. The rocks of the neo-volcanic zone and in the
Plio-Pleistocene areas have high glass content
(Sigbjarnarson and Sigurd.sson 1985), explaining the high
chemical content of freshwater in these areas. The
chemical contents of freshwaters in the Tertiary areas
are consi-derably lower (sigurdsson r986). chemical
erosion in Iceland is extremely high (9g tons per kn2
annually), especially in the younger parts of the country
(Gislason and Eugster L98za, Gislason and Arnorsson
1987a). On the average, J_000g of spring water in the
neo-volcanic zone has reacted with 0.1 to 1 g of basaltic
rock (Gislason and Eugster L987b). The chemical content
of spring water increases with increased. temperaturer ds
solubility increases.

fn the older part of the country where the bedrock
is basalt, geological influences on the chernicar content
of the iarater are less profound. rn vegetated areas the
chenicaL content of water is higher than in barren areas.
Chemical content of water from wetland is usually high
sj-nce high concentrations of co2 and various soil acid.s
increase solubility in rrater.

There are some locaI industrial and agricultural
chemical influences on precipitation and freshwaters.
Exhalat.ion from geothermal areas and mineral dust can
1oca1ly add some ions to the precipitation (Gislason and
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Eugster 1987a).
Erectrical conductivity Electrical conductivity

(also specific conductivity) or resistance is easy to
measure and is a good indicat,or of the concentration of
chemical ions in water. On a g1obal basis, the
concentrations of four major cations, c^tz, Mg*2, Na*,
K*, and four major anions, HcO3-, Cog-2 , SO4-2r CI-r
usually constitute the largest part of freshwater ionic
salinity (Wetzel I983).

River water has been analyzed chemicarly from all
parts of rceland (Armannsson Lg7o, Rist rg74t !986l
Halldorsdottir 1983). There is a strong positive linear
association between electrical conductivity and total
dissolved solids in rcelandic river-waters (Table 1), as
described by the eguation:

Conductivity (us/cm) = -1. 69 + l-.51 (Total d.issolved.
solids (ng,/1) ) .

The correlation coefficient, r = 0.g9. The correlation
is significant (o.ooo1). Fifty-three sampJ-es from al_l
parts of the country were analyzed. rt is generally
assumed that electrical conductivity is a good measure
for the total chemical content of freshwaters.
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Tabre 1. Amount of dissolved solids in mg/1 and specificconductivity in us/cn (zs oc) for several f,celandicrlvers.

Ri-ver naroe

-Eir_L ].daar
Ellidaar
Ellidaar
Grafara

year location dissolved
solids

58
51
55
49
46
45
41
39
4'7

65
51
45
43
51
45
66
56
42
39
45
44
48
5t
tr1

29
t?

38
43
JI

36
112

75
o?

103
56
47
82
64
54

68

69
69
70
43
49
43
b9
67
51
54

conductivity

Laxa, Leirars
Laxa, Leirars
Andakilsa
Andakilsa
Grirnsa
Grimsa
Flokadalsa
Flokadalsa
Hvita, upstream
Hvita, upstrearu
IIvita, downstrearo
Hvita, downstream
Stora-Thvera
Stora-Thvera
Thvera
Thvera
Nordura
Nordura
Orlygsstadaa
Gl1sa
GlIsa
GaltaboI
Thrlstlkla
MJoavatn
V-Fridmundarvatn
A-Fridnundarvatn
Seydisa
Herdubreidara
Hvannallndlr
Eidi.svatn
Storilaekur
Logurinn
Holnavatn
Galtalaekur
Thj orsa
Hvita
Hvita
Fossa
stora-Laxa
Tjarnara
Svarta
Jokulkvisl
Tungufljot

19 69
197 3

t97 4
1973
r973
\97 4
197 3

r97 4
].973
]-97 4
I973
t97 4
L973
t97 4
1973
t97 4
197 3

r97 4
t973
r97 4
197 3
]-97 4
L973
t97 4
r97 4
r97 4
r97 4
I97 4
t97 4
]-97 4
1975
L97 4
l97 4
197 s
r97 5
L97 4
197 5
198 1
r973
l_97 3
197 5
197 3
t973
t97 5
197 5
197 5
10t?

86
99
81
65
IJ

7T
68
65
89
(o

89

63
qq

67
ro7

79
56

54
55
73
94

35
56
61
64
53

143
111
165
185
102

l_6 6
88
7L
o+
85

sw
sw
SW

s!{
w
}I
w
w
w
i,i
w
w
w
w
w
w
I.l
w
w
w
w
w
w
N
N
N
N
N
N
}I
N
N
N
NE
NE
E

s
c

S
e

s

Bruararupstream l-973
Bruara, downstreanl9T 3
Laugarvatn
Laugarvatn
sog
Olfusa

197s
197 5
L97 3

t973

s
s
s
s
S
c

s
s
c

s
s

7L
85
9t
93
54
68
54
83
BO

78
76
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There is rittre change in specific conductivity in
rcelandic rivers between seasons or years. The
conductivity increases when the discharge is 1ow and is
lower during floods (Rist !g74, 19g6). conductivity
measurements, by the present author and by others, have
been compiled (cudjonsson r-989a). These show that river
water has high chemicaL concentrations in the pleistocene
areas (neo-volcanic zone) and the Plio-pleistocene areas.
Rivers in the Tertiary areas generally have low chemical
concentrations, except for 10ng rivers originating in
vegetated lowlands and heaths, where the tand is flat and
retentj-on time long.

specific conductivity of precipitati-on in rceland
is in the range of 10 to 25 us/cm, d.epending on l0cation
and season (Harld.orsdottir 1983) as discussed. previously.
This gives a base line for comparison and evaluation ofthe chemical content of river water.
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CLASSES OI' ICEI..ANDIC RTVERS

Gardarsson (l_9?9, lgTg) proposed. a classification
of rcerandic watersheds rarith emphasis on their
conservation va1ue. He suggested that such
classification should be based. on the georogy and. the
landscape of the watershed as well as productivity and
species distribution. The classification presented. here
is more extensive and detailed in development than the
classification scheme of Gardarsson. This present
classif ication, though in general agreement rarith
Gardarsson, has some inportant d.ifferences.

on the basis of geology, topography, climate, runoff
characteristics, and chemical properties, rceland.ic
rivers can be divided into several distinct classes. fhe
present classification does this and results in several
regions each having a d.istinct rivertype. rt should be
borne in mind that this is a regional crassifieation.
More detailed. classification wourd be possible within
each region and also within each watershed and river
system (Frissel 1996). other approaches to river and
stream classificati-on have been from an energetic
standpoint in geomorphol0gy (curry rg72) and. in bio10gy,
such as the nutrient spiralli-ng theory (Newbold et al.
1981, Elwood et al. 19e3), the river continuum concept
(vannot'e et aI . 198 o , Mi-nsha11 et al . 1982 ) , process
nodelling (Mcrntire and. colby 1978) and river zonatlon
(based on gradient) (review by rrlies and Botosaneanu
le63).

River-classes and the regions in which these crasses
of rivers are found wirl now be d.escribed. rn the
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Tertiary areas, there are two rnain river cr-asses, direct
runoff rivers and rivers originating in vegetated wetland
heaths. only direct runoff, rivers oriEinat,e in the plio-
Pleistocene areas. rn the plei.stocene areas, the rivers
are predominantry spring-fed. The drainage pattern of
these river t,ypes are d.istinctly different (Figure 19).

QuaLernary rivers

Both spring-fed rivers and direct runoff rivers are
found in the younger parts of lceland.

Sprinq-fed rivers Spring-fed rivers are
characterized by the stability of their flow and thermal
regimes. Their waters have high chernical content,
especially if they have flowed long d.istances
underground. Higher temperature of the water increases
the chemical content. The specific conductance of
spring-fed rivers cornmonly is in the range of 60-200
us/cm. springis at high elevation have rower chenrical
content since the water is colder and has not been in
contact with the bedrock for long. The water in the
springs, especially if the water has traverled. long
distances underground, can have high pH (9-10) and. thus
a low concentration of coz. fhe water is buffered by
silica and carbon specj-es and is distinctly different
chemically from river water in the Tertiary areas
(Gislason and Arnorsson 19g7b). spring-fed rivers are
generally fertile. rf water temperature gets high, as
in long rivers and in lakes, the biologicar prod^uction
in the river system is generally high. rn the regions of
spring-fed rivers, drainage density is row. rt is not
unconmon for sprinq-fed rivers to reach near full flow
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Figure 1-8. Drainage pattern of lcelandic rivers.

1.
2.

3.

4.

Spring-fed rivers.
Direct runoff rivers in
Plio-Pleistocene areas.
Direct runoff rivers in
Tertiary areas.
Wetland heath streams.
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close to their origin, which can be one or more springsin a very limited area, such rivers Lhen flowing directryto the sea. This drainage pattern i-s unigue (Figure 18).
spring-fed. rivers Eenerally forn a stabre and productive
environment.

Three major regions in rcerand are characterized byspring-fed. rivers (Figure 19). Two of these are in southrceland and one in North rceland all in the Fleistocene(neo-volcanic) formation (Figure 5). springs are nearthe edgie of the neo-volcani-c zone, where the bedrock isdenser, as in the pr-io-pleistocene area in the lowr_and.
Here buried horizonal lava strata reach the surface andal1ow water that has flowed underground along thesestrata to emerge.

There are differences in crinatic condition betweenthe spring-fed river regi-ons being classified (riEure 10,13, 16). The southeastern spring-fed river region is onthe eastern neo-vorcanic zone of the two para11e1volcanic zones in south rceland (Figure r-9 1A). Theamount of precipitation is hiqh and the runoff per
surface unit is also high. For this reason, there arefluctuations in runoff. Rivers and rakes are rocated inthe small valleys between the axiar ridges in a sw-NEdirection' since this area is not wide in a w-Edirection, but is long in N-s direction, there are onlya few large river systems in this area. rn the lowerniddle part' of the region, there are large springsdraining large areas in the highlands. These springs
form rather short, large rivers that flow in one channel,with a gentle slope, a short distance to the sea. Theserivers are rather co1d. and can have high pH and 10w cor.
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The south western spring area is in the western neo-
volcanic zone in south rceland (Figure 19 1B). rt is
large and a large part of the region has no surface
runoff, most of the water reaching the sea und.erground,
as in the Reykjanes peninsula. rn the upper northern
part of the region there are large spring-fed rivers that
are the drainages of the highlands. There are arso some
spring-fed river syst,ems flowing to the west,. As in the
other region of this type, the majority of the springs
appear near the edge of the neo-volcanic zone on plio_
Plei-stocene areas, where the bed.rock is denser. Here,
where sudden d.ifference in elevation, emerqes water
f lowing along buried surfaces emerg.es.

The north spring regj-on (Figure !9, lC) is on theneo-volcanic zone that crosses the northern part ofrceland. The southern part of this area has hardly anysurface water apart from glacial rivers. There is aprecipitation shadow in the south part of the region,north of the large glacier Vatnajokull. A11precipitation soaks into the ground. springs in thisarea are near the edge of the pleistocene formation,
where the bedrock is denser. some water runs und.erqround
all the way to the sea. ?he runoff per surface unit inthis regi-on is lower than in other regj-ons of this type,
due to lower precipitation. There are smarl scattered
areas of this type in the snaefelr-snes peninsula, west
rceland. The bedrock in this area is young as in other
regions of this type.

PIio-PLeistocene
and the Tertiary
in south fce1and.,

areas lie between
areas, with the
which is between

the neo-volcanic
exception of one
the two parallel

The

zones

area
neo-
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volcanic zones. some plio-pleistocene areas are
virtually taken over by spring-fed rivers. The d.ominant
river Lype in these areas is, however, direct runoff
rivers, which show certain sirnilarities to spring-fed
rivers. They originate on a si-rnilar type of bedrockn
although the bedrock is older and d.enser. Rivers in the
Plio-Preistocene areas can have consid.erable part of
their flows from springs. But the springs are smalIer,
since their permeabre catchment areas are generally sma11
and surrounded by denser bedrock. Ri-vers in these areas
have rather high chemical content, the bedrock eroding
easily. Their rather high specific conductivity is in
the range of 50-1oo us/cm. the erosion can be seen in
the deeply eroded gullies and canyons forming river
channels. The river bottorns are formed by rather fine
material, the rocks being easily broken into smal1
grained material. fhe flow in these rivers fluctuates
greatly, especially if the ground is frozen. Then it is
impermeable and all water frows overrand. snowmelts
occur into midsummer. The drainage density is high.
During surnmer, some of the precipitation penetrates into
the g:round, this stabirizing the f1ow. The flow
therefore depends highly on the weather, as does water
temperature. Because solar radiation does not reach the
water in the deep gulIies, these rivers are generally
cool. Although these rivers are rich in nutrients, their
flow and ternperature fluctuate and bed.road. is high,
creating a very unstabre environment limiting biological
production.

There are two large regions and a few smalrer areas
characterized by this type of river. Both of the regions
are in south rceIand. The western region (Figure 19 28)
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is between the two paraller neo-volcanic zones in south
rceland. The drainage patLern i-s unique (Figure 19) as
described earlier. There are few lakes in this region.
rn t'he eastern region (Figure i-9 2A) most of the rivere
run paraller to the old rift axisr ds is the case in the
western regj-on.

There are also areas of this type in north rceland
and in west rceland along the neo-volcanic zone, but
these are alrnost completely taken over by spring-fed
rivers. some spring-fed rivers flow through these areas
and j oin the direct runof f rivers to form rivers of mi.xed.
origin. The spring component i-n such rivers is usually
larger than the direct runoff component. some spring-
fed rivers west of the western pleistocene formation in
south rcerand (18 in Figure 19) have a considerabre
direct runoff component,. Due t,o lower precipit,ation in
the north, the few rivers of this type are not d.istinctly
different from rivers of the nearby Tertiary area. These
areas in north rceland are therefore not considered in
t'his classification, but these should be consid.ered for
any more detailed classifi-cation of river systems on Lhe
borders of neo-volcanic and Tertiary areas in north and
in west fceland.

Rivers in the yCIungier parts
of rceland are generalry high i-n nutrients because of the
high erosion rate. The spring-fed rivers g'enerally form
very stable environments. Direct runoff ri.vers are very
unstable, liniting their production. Lakes in all these
areas are generally very productive.
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Tertiary rivers

Depending on the landscape, rivers in the Tertiary
areas are of two types, direct runoff rivers and wetland
heath streams. The rivers are buffered by carbon speci-es
(Gislason and Arnorsson j.9gZ).

Rivers of
this type are conmon in rceland.. The Tertiary bedrock
is dense and the soil cover is usually thinr so
underground water storage is small. These ri_vers respond
rapidly to changes in t,emperature and precipitation.
Their chemical content is generarly 1ow, as they flow on
dense bedrock and through thin soils, which are often
unvegetat,ed and nutrient-poor. Their specific
conductance is in the range of zo to oo us/crn, The
rivers in the typical fj ord landscape g'enerally origi-nate
high i-n unvegetated mountains and flow a short way to the
sea. snow is rnelting during most of the sunmer, the
retention tirne of the water in the rivers is short, and
thus the rivers are cold.. River flow is highly
fluctuating, discharge being high in the spring during
warming, rain, and snowmelt, but very Iow d.uring frosts
in the winter. Flow in snaller rivers and head.waters can
stop conpletely in winter.

These rivers are therefore usually cord, steep,
short, and unfertile. The environment in them is
unstable and they are biologically unproductive. The
drainage pattern is of the farnili-ar dendritic type
(Figure 18).

Three regions i-n rceland have rivers of this type:
the north-west peninsula, mid-north rcer-and, and east
rceland (Figure 19). This river type is ar-so found in
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other Tertiary regions.
rn the northwest region (Figure 19 3A) the bedrock

is not, as dense as in the east, because glaciers in that
area were not as thick as in the east and the durati,on
of the ice-age there was shorter. The penneability of
the bedrock there has some stabilizing effect on the flow
of the rivers. Floods occur in early sunmer and very 1ow
discharEes occur in late sunmer.

rn the northern region (Figure 19 38) there is not
much precipitation and a rarge part fal1s as snow. fhe
discharge is therefore 1ow in winter, but flood,s occur
early i-n the surnmer and snowmelt feed.s the rivers ar1
sulnmer.

fhe bedrock is very dense in the east,ern region
(Figure 19 3c). There is much precipitation in this
region, especially in the southern part,. Highest runoff
is in the faIl during heavy rains and lowest in the
latter part of the winter. Floods can be very big. The
difference between annual lowest and highest discharge
is Iarge.

Rivers in the Tertiary areas that are longer and
f low a long d.istance on lowland have higher chernical
content and their temperature during the surnmer is
higher. The specific cond.uctivity in such rivers
commonly is in the range s0-90 us/cnr. Lakes in the river
system stabirize river flow and thermal reEirnes. The
environment in such rivers is more favorable than in
their shorter counterparts. This type of river, having
long valleys and often a 1ake, is typical of a Tertiary
region in west rcerand (Figure r-9 3D) . Rivers of this
type are also found in other fertiary regions.

Wetland heath streams This type of river
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originates on frat moraine heaths. Extensive wetlands
with small ponds and lakes are between moraine ridges.
The drainage pattern near the origin of these st,reams is
unigue (Figure 18) but d.ownstream it, resembles thepattern of other Tertiary rivers. rhe retention ti-me of
the wat,er in such a system is long, since the water flows
s1owly through the wetland from one pond. to another andthen through severar smalr rakes. The water has high
chemical content as it starts to flow down through the
extensive heathlands. The specifi-c cond.uctivity of theserivers is in the rang'e of 60 to 150 us/cm. The wetland
and the lakes have stabilizing effects on the flow andthermal regime of these rivers. These rivers arebiologically productive and. rather stable.

There are two regions having this river type, bothin north rceland (FiEure 19), The more western region(Figure 19 4A) is extensive and its d.rainages flow bothto the north and to the rnrest. A srnall area is divided
from the nain area on the tip of skagi peninsura in thenorth (Figure 19 4A). The northeastern region (Figure
19 48) is smaller and its drainages run both to the north
and the east.

Flat areas in the Tertiary areas are arso found
eLsewhere. But these are smal1 and often at a much
higher eLevation. snowmelt ]owers the chenical cont,ent
of the water in these rivers, which arong with 1ow
temperature l_owers biological production.

rt is possible to rank the Tertiary rivers by their
stability and prod,uctivity, frorn the most unstable and
least productive to the most stable and productive:
short direct runoff rivers, short direct runoff rivers
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long direct runoff rivers, long d.irect runoff
lakes, and wetland heath streams. there is,

an intergrading from one type to the other.
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DISIRIBUtrION AND ABUhIDANCE OF SA,LMONIDS TN ICEL:IND

fcelandic freshwater fauna

rcelandic freshwater flora and fauna are rather poor
in species because of the geographic isolation of the
island, its young Eg€, and the ad.verse climatic
conditions during glacial periods. Many invertebrate
species in rcelandic freshwaters have a cosmopolitan
distribution. This paucity of species is also reflected
in the freshwater fish fauna. only five freshwater
species of fish are native in rceland: European eel
(Anguil1a anquilla), Lhree-spined stickleback
(Gasterosteus aculeatus), and three salmonids, Atlantic
salmon (salrno salar), brown trout (salmo trutta) and
arctic char (salvelinus alpinus). Anad.romous stocks of
each these three species are found.. Resid.ent stocks ofarctic char and brown trout but not Atlantic salmon
occur.

The eer is rnainly found in south and. west rceland.
The stickleback is distributed all over rcerand. These
two species both occur almost entirely in r_entic waters.

Management of the freshwater fisheries

Fishing rights in rceland.ic rivers go with the
ownership of the farms adjacent to the rivers. owners
of the fishing rights in each river forrn an association,
which manages the exploitation of the fish stocks within
the laws. usually the association rents or leases the
fishing rights to anglers. Most, of rcelandrs rivers are
used for sport fishing. There are strict regulations on

F
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the number of rods arlor^red in each river, the time
fishing is allowed dai1y, and the tirne fishing is arlowed
annually. rish are harvested from a few glacial rivers
by net fishing. Net fishing is strictly regulated. on
the basis of fishing effort, by the nurnber of nets, the
fishing time, and the type of gear used. Regulat,ions
have kept the fishing effort rather constant (cudjonsson
197e, Gudjonsson and Mills 1982). rish associations keep
accurate catch statistics, the sex and weight (at, 0,s kg
intervals) of fish being recorded. Foreign ocean fishing
on salmon is banned, within rcelandrs 200 mile fishing
linit, and' there is no significant ocean fishing by
fcelanders (fsaksson 1980) .

rish populations in lakes are either expl0ited. byrecreational fishing or gill-net fishing. only in a fewlakes are fish harvested commercially. There areregulations lirniting the fishing effort in lakes.
The fishery is broadly regulated by the Director ofthe rnstitute of Freshwater Fisheries. Fish in rcelandicrivers and lakes were harvested domestically until thiscentury when comrnercial and sport fishing started to.develop' Present day regulations of freshwater fisherieswere established by 1aw in tg32 (Gudjonsson 1978).

scarnecchia (1999) gave a good account of the history and.
development of freshwat,er fishery management in rceland.

Habitat preferences of salmonid fishes

of the three salmonid species, the Atlantic salmon
inhabits the r,.rarmer, more productive rivers in rce1and..
The arctic char is the dominant, species in the coldest
and harshest rivers. The brown trout has intermediate
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therrnal and habitat preferences.

Apart from water quality and thermal preferences,
there is selection of physical habitat by each salmonid
species, although the three species have rather similar
envi-ronmental demand.s (A1len 1969). where these species
occur within the sane river system, there is a habitat
selection and segregation, especially amongi juvenires.
This is manifested in territorial behavior (Lindroth
1955, Keenleyside Lg6z, Keenleyside and yamatoto ],962,
Kalleberg 1959, Hartman 1963, Karrstrorn Lg77, Noakes
1980) ' which is influenced by food supply (chaprnan tg66,
chapman and Bjornn 1969, symons 1968, 1971_) and because
of different physical environmental needs (Elson !g7s,
Nilson 1963, Heggberget 1984). An account of sympatry
of these three salnronid. species in rotic water innorthern Norway is given by Heggberget, (1984), which isin good. agreement with r^ihat rseland.ic fish biologists
have experienced.. spawning sites are often at the tailof a poor as it merges into a riffLe. The river bed isusuarly fine gravel not mixed with fine sediment or verycoarse substrate. rhe juveniles need cover from floodsand predators as well as to 1ower their energyexpenditure. This cover is often provided by coarsegravel, cobbles, and stones in the river-bed. Fry aregenerally in sharr-ow slow movi.ng water, where the riversubstrate is fine. As the juveniles grow to parr, they
need coarser substrate for cover.

rn general, salmon parr are further from ri_ver banks
and in deeper water at higher velocities than the othertwo species. The char is in water having the lowestvelocities. The brown trout is in water of intermediate
vel0cities. when all species are present, each one is
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forced into the microhabitat to which it is best adapted
(Heggberget l9B4). when only one or two species are
present, the habitat selecti-on is broader. The habitat
requirements of salmonids for spawning and rearing are
broad, overlap, and lead to segregation when more than
one species is present. This complicates the d,efinition
of, the habitat preference of each species.

These three salmonids can utilize lakes for nursery
habitat. rf all species are present there is habitat
segregation. salmon juveniles can use shallor^l stony
littoral areasr so long as an inret or an outlet stream
provides spawning area. This applies also to the brown
trout, but if sarrnon are present the trout is pushed
further offshore in the lake. The char can spawn at
sites with very slowry flowing water. rf the other two
species are present, the char is generarly pushed into
the deeper water where it, sornetimes becomes pelagic,
especially in d.eeper lakes. Lakes are important for
salmon production in sone water systems in rcerand
1Ei-narsson rggr), as is arso known in canada (chadwick
and Green 1985, Ryan 19g6).

oistribution and abundance of salmonids in relation to
the classification

The distribution and. abundance of the salmonid
species in rceland can be exprained. by the crassification
systern presented.

Atrantic salmon stocks are found in arl parts of
Tceland. Di-stribution, however, is limited to the
wanner, more productive rivers. waterfalls act as
barriers and liinit access of salmon to the upper parts
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of some watersheds. The salmon is the d.ominant species
in spring-fed. rivers with lakes near their origin, and
at the lower end of the longer spring-fed rivers (Areas
1 in Figure 19) (Table 2). rt is arso the dominant
species at the lower end of the longer direct runoff
rivers in the plio-pleistocene areas (Areas 2, especially
28, in Figure 19). rn the Tertiary areas, salmon are
conmon in 10w1and rivers and at the 10wer end of 10ng
rivers- The salmon is thus the dorninant species in many
rivers in west rceland (Areas 3D in Figure 19), but in
very few rivers in the north-west peninsula (Area 3A in
Figure 19), in the Trollaskagi peninsula, north rceland
(Area 38 in Figure 19) and in east rceland (Area 3c in
Figure 19 ) . The salmon is the d.orninant species in almost
all wetland heath rivers (Areas 4A and 4It in Figure 19)
(Table z) .

The brown trout is found throughout rceland. rt is
the domi-nant species in many rivers of the younger part
of the country and is conmon in lakes. Anadromous stocks
occupy many direct, runoff rivers of the plio-pleistocene
areas (Areas 2A and 28 in Figure 19) and spring-fed
rivers (Areas rA and. 18 in Figure 19) in south rcerand.
Resident stocks are also conmon in these areas as well
as in spring-fed rivers in the north (Area lc in Figure
le) (Tab1e z).

The arctic char is found in all parts of rceland.
rt is the d.oninant species in short spring-fed. streams
as well as in the upper parts of spring-fed rivers (Table
2). Tt is also the dominant species in many colder
rivers of the older parts of the country (Areas 3,
especially in 34, 38, 3c in Figure 19) (Table z).
Anadromous char stocks are conunon. The char is also
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commonly the dorninant species in lakes as vre11 as in the
slower flowing sections of rivers.

Fish are more abundant in the more productive
rivers, but the physicar habitat as weLr as the stabirity
of the fruvial environment also pray an important rore.

F
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fabre 2. Distribut,ion of salmonids in the rivers ofIceland. ( ) means that river type is notconmon in the region.

River type

Ouaternary rivers

Region as in Main
Figure l-9 species

Short spring-fed IABC Arctic charrivers and springs

Longer spring-fed IA(BC) Brown troutr].vers

Long or lake-fed lBc(A) Atlantic salmonspring-fed rivers
Short direct 2AB Arctic charrunoff rivers
Longer d.irect, 28 (A) Brown troutrunoff rivers
Lowland or long 2B(A) Atlantic salmondirect runoff iivers

Tertiary rivers
Short direct runoff 3ABCD Arctic charr].vers

Long rowland or lake- 3D(ABC) Atlantic salmonfed direct runoff
rivers
Wetland heath rivers 4AB Atlantic salmon

I
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ADAPTATION OF SALMONTDS TO THE
LIFE HISTORY STRETEGIES OF

Review of ideas

E}IVIRONMENT.-

SAL}!ONIDS

The action of natural selection depend.s on the net
effects of all selective pressures acting, which are
seldom known in d.etair (sheppard 1960). selection does
not need to be constant, and can be disruptive. There
are limitations to what extent organisms can respond to
serective pressures, since they are constrained in the
flexibility of their rnorphorogical, physiological, and
behavioral features and by the limitations of the
mechanisms of inheritance.

Teleost fish emp10y a wide variety of life history
strategies favoring their progeny reaching sexual
naturity. This adaptation to the environment, through
natural selection, by each species or population isexpressed in a characteristic combination of biological
traits, such as fecundity, size at maturity, size and
number of offspring, reproductive lifespan, and spawni-ng
season and pattern (Mann and Mills 1929).

Three major theories of rife history strateqi-es have
been developed in the last two decades: the r-K selection
theory, the bet hedging theory, and the cost ofreproduction theory (Wooton 19S4) .

until recently r- and K-selection was the mostinfluential of these three theories. life historypattern is described as being either r- or K-selected
(MacArthur and wilson Lg67). selection in unstable
environments where population size is controlled largely
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by density-independ.ent factors is termed r-selection.
Life history tactics incrude early rnaturity and high
reproductive effort, even though it rnay result in high
adult mortality. K-selection, on the other hand,
describes selection in stabre environments where the
population size is controlled by d.ensity-dependent
factors. Life history tactics include late maturity,
multiple broods, larg'er but fewer offspring, and low
reproductive effort (pianka 1970, stearns 1976). There
exists a r-K continuum of traits, between the two
extremes (Mann and Mills 1g7g). rn recent years, the r-
K classification has not proved to be especially he1pfu1,
si-nce there are many species and populations that do not
fit into the classification, and seri-ous contradictions
have been identified (rto 19Bo). The r-K Lheory is not
detailed enough to account for covariation in rife
history traits observed in nature (schaffer r979, wooton
1984). For example, salrnoni-d.s have relatively few large
eggs cornpared to other freshwater f i.shes, contrary to
what the r-K theory predicts relative to other life
history traits of salmonids and the environment in which
salmonids 1ive" Neither does the Lheory include details
of age specific fecundities and rnortalities, this having
major implications for the interpretation of life history
patterns (charlesworth 19Bo). Another example is the
combination of life history traits of both types in some
species. The threespined stickleback and the
raosquitofish (Gambusia affinis) , have cornbination of r
and K selected traits (wooton 1984, stearns J-983a,
1983b). But, r-K theory has been usefur in stimulating
new ideas of life history tactics.

The bet-hedging theory assumes that the erucial

T
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factor determining the best adapted life history is the
stability of the environment. rf juvenile survival is
variable, a rife history is favored. in which the aninal
is iteroparous with relatively low fecundity and long
life span' rf juvenile survival is more certain, rife
history traits such as early aEe of maturity, high
fecundi-ty, and short life span will be favored (stearns
r976). one difficulty with this theory is that mortality
is not invariantly age-specific, even in the same
population. rhis theory has been useful and rnerlts
further application where both juvenile and. adult
survival is known (Wooton 1984).

The cost of reproduction theory d.eals explicitry
with a life history aspect that the other two theories
do not account for. Both imply that onry certain
combinations of life history traits can occur for
example, early maturat,ion and high fecundity are
correlated with short lifespan (wooton 1984). The cost
of reproduction theory assumes that any current breed.ing
attempt, imposes a cost, decreasing expected future
reproduct,ive successes (BeIl 1980, 1984a, 19g4b).
selection shouLd then favor a life history pattern
tending to maxinize the sum of present and expect,ed
future successful reproductive outputs (schaffer Lg74,
schaffer and Rosenzwei.g Lg77). Age-specific nortality
can greatly influence whether the organism will be
semelparous (at low juvenile rnortality) or iteroparous
(at high juvenire rnortality). rn this respect, this
theory vril1 1ead. to the same prediction as the bet-
hedging theory (Wooton 19g4). The concept of
reproductive effort gives some insight into the trade-
off between present, reproduction and future expected
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reproduction. Reprod.uctive effort is defined as the
proportion of the t,otal resources avairable allocated to
reproduction (cadgil and Bossert 1970).

This theory can thus be viewed as employing
optimization principle (Lotka rgz2, Rozen J-g67, cody
7974). Foraging is then viewed. as a problen of energy
acquisiti-on. Natural selection operates t,o optimize the
energy that can be all0cated for progeny (ware 1982).
According to this, organisms would tend to gain as much
food as possible at the least expense. And various
morphological, physiological and. behaviorar- adaptations
would resurt. opt,imar life history theory assumes that,
within the limits imposed by physiologicar considerations
and the mechani-sm of inheritance, there is selection for
energy allocation yielding the highest reproductive value
(Schaffer L974, Ware 1982).

From this point of view, recruitment pred.iction
requires und.erstandi-ng of the relati-onship betweenparents and their offspring and the effect of
environmental factors (ware 1982). Beverton and Holt
(1957) formulated recruitment to increase asymptotically
in relation to the size of the mature stock. Ricker
(1958) suggested. that mortality rate of theprerecruitment stage was density-d.epend.ent, this
resulting in recruitment reaching maximum at some
internediate mature stock size. rf the energy eaeh
individual accumulates per unit of tine decreases with
higher stock abund.ance or lower food suppry, widespread
occurrence of density-dependent growth in inmature fish
t^rould be explained. surplus power for reproduction rnay
be as strongly d.ensity-d.ependent as growth rate.
Reproductive effort would then vary with stock density
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(ware 19ga). Brown trout, are able to reabsorb some oftheir eggs under starvation conditions, and many fishspecies such as rainbow trout (oncorhvnchus mykiss) donot develop all their oocytes when food is limited (scott1962). ft has also been shovrn in several fish speciesthat, under lirnited food condition, only eggs near themain blood. vessers in the ovaries obtain opt,irnal amountsof nutrition (Meien r-940 and Anokhina 1960, quoted byMann and Mills rgTg). Annual differences in fecundityare known in several salrnonid species. This ispronounced in pink salmon (oncorhynchus qorbuscha), thedifferences being correlated with sea temperature(Rounsefell 1957). Examinat,ion of catch d.ata fromrcelandic rivers reveals the size of the grilse andsalmon to vary from year to year, depending on oceanicconditions. when oceanic cond.itions are favorable, thef ish are more abund.ant and. are larger in size(scarnecchia 1984b). since fecundity is size dependent,variation in fecundity of fish of the same age can beexpected from year to year. Annual varj.ations infecundity have been reported for Atlanti.c salmon (pope,Itil1s and shearer 1961, Thorpe, Miles and Keay 1984) andother fish-species, such as the capelin (Ma110tusvillosus) (Nakashj-ma 1987) . Evid.ence of reduced.reproductive effort in relation to available foodresources tends to support warers explanation of thevarious stock-recruitment relationships. fheserelationships can be viewed as special applicat,ions ofoptirnal life history theory.

I
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Life history traits and their interaction

salmonid fishes are interesting for study of rife
history strategies, because of large number of semi--
isolated populations vrithin species and because of large
diversity of reproducti-ve strategies within and between
species (schaffer r979). salrnonids are opportunistic,
phenotypically plastic generalists, having guite variable
life history strategies arso within species (Thorpe
1986) . The precise homing of these fishes provid.es the
mechanism for d.evelopment, and maintenance of adaptat,ion
through reproductive isolation, thus maintaining the
distinctiveness of popurations. Migratory behavior and
life histories are closery linked. Life history traits
appear to co-evolve to form strategi.es best suited for
the biology and' the environment of a given taxon
(Hutchings and Morris 19gg). Life history traits
interact and should be viewed in the context, of the
entire life hist'ory of the organism (warren and Liss
1980). rt is usefur to rook at these life history traits
and their interact,ion in Atlantic salmon. Generally,
tendencies in the life history of Atlantic sarmon occur
in the other two Icelandic salmonid species.

rncubation time No stock difference have been
observed in the i-ncubation time of eggs of Atlantic
salrnon (Wa11ace and Hegrgberget 198g). The time i-s
controlled by temperature and can be described by a
single power equation (crisp 1981) over a wide range of
temperatures (wal1ace and Heggberget 1988). Efficiency
of converting yolk to bod.y tissues differs among stocks,
and the temperature at which maximum york conversion
efficiency occurs varies (Beacham and Muray 1987).

f
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Time of spawnincr Tirne of spawning varies betweenstocks of Atlanti-c salmon (Heggberget r-988). Differentstocks, appear to have adjusted their tinre of spawningto the thermal regime of the river d.urinE incubation ofthe eggsr so that the alevins wilr hatch and the fry willstart feeding at a good time for survival. rnformation

from hatcheries in rceland that rely on wild broodstockindicat'es that ti-me of spawning varies between rivers.fn colder rivers the spawning occurs earlier.
Eqg number and size Conflicting selectionpressures act, on the size and the number of eggs.rnsreased number of eggs is irnportant to overcome theeffects of predation and to fu1Iy utilize avairable

nursing grounds. suitable spawning habitat for salrnonids
does not always coincid,e with suitable nursery habitat.Agonistic territ,orial behavior in salmonid fry favorsfuIl utilization of suitable habitat within the normaldispersion distance from the spawning ground.s. on theother hand' larger egg will result in larger fry (Mann
and Mills asTg) with larger yolk sacs, these fry beingless sensitive to starvation and other physiologicalstress (Hunt 1969, rvlev 1961, Ad.elman, Binghan andMaatch r-955). These two selective pressures result insome compromise between size and number of eggs, whichdepends on the prevailing environrnent.

Egg number in Atlantic salmon increases withparental size (review by Thorpe, €t ef. 19g4). Manyauthors have also reported that egg size also increasesby parental size (Thorpe et al. 1994). In Eeneral, eggsize appears Lo increase d.irectly with egg number(Prouzet, Le Bail and Heyd.orf,f 1983 cited in Thorpe et.aI. 1984, Dahl and Somme Ig44, pope et eI. 1961). A
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compromise between the growth to larger size to obtain
higher fecundity and j-ncreased. mortality while obtaining
larger size would seem to occur. There are differences
in both egg number and egE size of salmon at, the same
length between different stocks of salrnon (review by
Thorpe et. a1. 1984, Randalr 19g9), as elsewhere in
rcelandic salmon (Gudjonsson, Gud.bergsson and Johannsson
unpublished data). Differences in eqg size in the same
stock between years have been observed (pope et. al.
]951-, Thorpe et. aI. I9B4) .

Thorpe et. a1. (1994) found. that egg nunrber and. egg
size was correrat,ed within ri-ver-year groups, but not
sea- year group in scottish salmon. Large eggs gave rise
to large first-feeding fry, sma11 eggs to smaller fry.
This difference in fry size was not maintained, since
rapid growth was associated with progeny of smalr eggs
of young spawners, while progeny of large eggs of older
parents had initial territorial dominance but, slower
growth rates. Thorpe et, ar. (1994) further correlated
these findings with d.ifferences in developmental rates
at other stages in 1ife. They suggest,ed that nultiple-
age structure of spawners was maintained. by counter-
balancing advantages. size of alevins and fry is not
only influenced by initial egg size but also by the
temperature reg:ime during i-ncubation and development.

Freshwater age where the river habitat is stable
and favorable in relation to the sea or the ocean
out,side, resident stocks may have ad.vantages over
anadromous stocks. Nevertheless, anadromy opens the way
to utilization of new habitats. Marine growth of
anadromous salmonids is evidence that oceanic habitat can
be very favorable. Anadromous migrations can also be
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important in the distribution of ttre species.
There is large variat,ion in the freshwater age of

anadromous salrnonids. smolts of Atlantic salmon have
been found to be from 1 to 8 years old, while smolts of
brown trout have been f,ound. to be from I to 6 year o1d
(review by Randall, Healey, and Dempson I9g7). Arctic
char stay r- to I years i-n fresh water before they first
migrat'e to sea (Dempson and Kristoffersson 1987).

Results from many studies have ind.icated that there
is an inverse relationship between smolt age and sea age
of salmon (revi-ew by Randalr and Leger 1986) . on the
other hand' sea age and river ag'e seems to be independent
in some salmon stocks in canada (Bielak and power 1986,
Robitaille et aI. 1996).

There is large variation in size of a year-class in
some rcelandic salnon stocks, especially where the
environment is unstable. The size of a year-class is not
always related t,o the magni-tude of parental spawning, but
rather to environmental conditions. whether an year-
class is to be large or smalI in the river is evident
after the first winter of rife. rf it is large after the
first winter, then it will stay Iarge. This has been
learned from annual field surveys (electro fishing) in
rivers in north and north-east, rceland. Hunt (1969)
found that the si-ze of brook trout parr (salvelinus
fontinalis) at the end of their first, sununer was
inportant for overwinter survival. Larger fry suffered
lower nortality and mortalit,y was lower when the mean
size of 0+ parr, in the fall, was large. This is also
the experience of the author for salmon in rceland. Low
growth rate of sarmon fingerling, during their first
sunmer of life is related to higher rnortarity rates of

I
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the 0+ parr. year classes ernerging and growing during
cold springs and surnmers are often small in numbers.
such environmental effects on cohort size are also known
for other freshwater fishes (Mills and Mann 19gs).

There is also large annual variati-on, in some
stocks, in the proportion of each year class that smolt
at a certain age. There is general latitudinal cline in
age at smolting in Atlantic sarmon, this increasing at
higher latitudes on both sides of the Atrantic (Dahl
1910, Power 1981). saunders and schom (1985) showed. the
importance of the variation in this life history
pararneter of Atlantic salmon. rndivid.uars of a given
year class can smolt at di-fferent times over a period. of
several years and spawn over a sti1I 10nger period., and
thus breed with salmon from many other year crasses.
stocks of Atrantic salmon are often smarr. This wilr
help to maintain Eenetic variation in such stocks.
Moreover, such a stock can better survive through several
successive years of poor reproduction. such stocks are
more resilient than stocks with uniforrn rife histories.
The importance of this variation in fluctuating
envi-ronment's has been demonstrat,ed for other fish species
such as the pacific sard,ine (sardinops caerula) (Murphy
1967). other herring-like fish show a similar adaptation

that is ronger reproductive life spans in more
fluctuating environrnents (Murphy 1968). ?his is the case
in the American shad (Alosa sapidissina) (Legget, and
Carscadden 1978).

The duration of freshwater residency is both
environmentally and genetically ind.uced (Rand.ar1 et. al.
1987). Developmental plasticity has been shown in the
rates of growth, srnolting, and maturation during the
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river phase. These rates co-vary within many salmonids
(Aln 1959. Thorpe 1977, Thorpe and Morgan 1978, 1980,
Thorpe Talbot, and vilrareal 19g2, Thorpe et al. 1983).

srnoltinq Binodarity is evident in the freguency
distribution of fork length in sibling juvenile Atlantic
salmon at the end. of their first growing season in fish
culture. The upper mod.al group represents potential .ne-
year smolts, while the lower mod.al group consists of parr
that do not become smorts when one year old (sirnpson and.
Thorpe 1976, Thorpe Lg77, Thorpe and Morgan 1978, Thorpe
et a1. 1980, Bailey, Saund.ers and Buzeta 19gO) .

The proportion of smolts entering the upper rnode can
be influenced by environmental factors affecting growth
(Power 1gg6), such as temperature (Kristinsson, saunders
and wiggs 1985) and density (Thorpe rg77). Thorpe
(1977) ' Bailey et aI. (1990), and Fhorpe et ar. (1983)
have dernonstrated that the proportion enteri-ng the upper
modal group ie strongly influenced genetically. The mareparent seems to most influence the rate of devel.pment,,
while the female parent appears to most infruence bodysize (Thorpe and. Morqan L978). The t,ime of divergence
into two groups as werr as the size at which it occurs,
varies between farnilies (Thorpe et al. 1980).

Thus bimodality is seen both in hatchery reared.
salmon and in wild fish. variable growth rate leads to
separation of each year class into different size groups,
which results in various age at smolting. rn cold.er
river the same year class can srnolt over several years.
During colder period.s, the range in smolt ag:e as welr as
the mean smolt age of the same year class increases,
while in warmer perj-ods the range and the mean smolt age
decrease. Thi-s can be seen in the corder ri-vers of
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rceland, for example in the north-east. The importance
of this variation is evid.entr ds mentioned earlier, and
the variation becomes more inportant d.uring colder,
harsher periods.

The time of
outward rnigration of smolts varies among sLocks of
di-fferent rivers. This emigration, as well as smolting,
is stirnulated by vari-ous environmenta] factors such as
temperature and photoperiod (Eriksson and Lund.qvist 1982,
Thorpe 19BB). rhis tining, as werl as the size of the
srnolts, seems to be genet,ically influenced. rcelandic
salmon stocked as fry in sand.y brook, a tributary to the
connecticut River, usA, rnigrated. lat,er and at smaller
size than smolts from a nearby stock that were also
stocked as fry (orciari, Mysling, and Leonard 1987).

The general trend in rceland. is that in the
southernrnost rivers smort,s migrate early (May-June) while
smolts in north-eastern rivers migrate rater (June-Ju1y).
These ti-mes coincide with the appearance of spring
condition in the sea outsid.e these rivers (cudjonsson
1988a). There is little variation in the size of smort
in rceland (Einarsson 19g7a, T. Tomasson, rnstitute of
Freshwater Fisheries 19gg pers . cornm. , poe rg7 s ,Kristjansson rgg7, Gud.jonsson 19gga, Antonsson and
Gudjonsson 1989). srnolts in rceland are generally
smaller than Atlantic salmon smolts elsewhere (Einarsson
1987a) .

Acre at maturitv There is IarEe variation in the
size and age at which Atlantic salmonid mature. rn some
stocks of Atlantic salmon in rceland, most fish return
to spawn after one winter at sea (grilse), while in other
stocks there are also fish returning after two or more
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years at sea (salmon) (scarnecchia 1983). such variation
has been observed. in salmon stocks around the world
(Rounsefell 1958, Ricker rg7z, Dahl 1916, power 19gL).

There are also considerable d.ifferences in age at
naturity between the sexes. rn general, males tend to
reach maturity at an younger agie. Males do not have to
invest as much energy in reproductive tissues as females
(Jonsson L977 ), which may make rnaturity at an younger age
possible. Differences in reproductive energy
expenditures may also be reflected in the fact that
mature males are larger than mature females of the same
age in rivers of rcerand. sexuarly rnature males are of
two rnajor types. one is rarge migrant males that spend
one or two years at sea (3 and 4 is also known but rare).
The other type is rnature mare parr, often called
precocious maIes, which mature without a migration to the
sea.

Mature male parr occur in different proportions in
different populations (Jones 1959, Myers, Hutchihgsr and
Gibson 1996). There is evid.ence that males destined to
mature as parr have faster initiar growth rates than male
parr destined to snrolt (saunders, Hend.erson and. Glebe
1982, Thorpe et al. 1993). rt has been suggested that
in order to smolt, parr must reach a threshold in size
and/or developmental stag:e, a higher threshord being
required for reach sexual maturation as parr (Bailey et
al' 1980, Thorpe et a1. 19g0, saunders et ar-. r982).
this may explain the widespread. occurrence of mature
male parr in the more productive rcelandic rivers.
Availabre data suggest that mature rnale parr are favored.
in the more stable rivers of rceland where nonanadromous
stocks of char and brown trout also appear to be favored.
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Migrant males fight for females, and size becomes
important in determining mating success, which depends
in part on proxinity to the nest excavated by the female.
The male closest to the nest, in a linear dominance
hierarchy, has the best chance to fertir-ize the eggs, the
male second closest the second best, and so on. Grilse
males spend only one year at sea and. thus are smarrer
than salmon, which spend two or more years at sea. rn
some rivers armost all males spend. one year at sea, while
in other rivers there are also nales that spend two or
more years at sea. Grilse males are more conmon where
the ri-ver environment is stable. High rnortality at sea
during a second year at sea would arso favor grilse
males.

Mature male parr sneak to the nest in ord.er to
fertilize the eggs. The best sneakers are small since
they can be unnoticed. But there is cornpetition among
mature parr for the best hiding places near sexually
mature femalesr So the larger precocious mares may be
favored. Mature male parr can mate successfurly with
fernales in the absence of anadromous rnales (Myers and
Hutchings 1987). fherefore, both forms rnay be strongry
si-ze selected by counter-barancing forces, there
appearing to be trio or more optirnal sizes for males at
maturity in many salmon stocks (Leonardsson and Lund.berg
1985, Myers 1986n Gross 19g5). some mature male parr can
smolt the year after spawning, go to sea, and return as
ful1-sized males (Thorpe and Morgan r-980, Bagliniere and
Maisse 1985) ' thus achieving the advantages of both
reproductive forms. observations by the author on smolts
i-n rivers in north-east rceland have shown that some of
the male smolts have spawned before as parr. Mature rnale
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parr also have the capacity to spawn more than once asparr.

salnoni-d females put more energy into theirreproductive tissues than do males. rt may therefore bemore important for females than for males to reach rargersize in order to gain higher reproductive effort. rnanadromous stocks of Atlantic salmon, females generallymigrate to sea. A possible exception is in thesouthernrnost part of the distribution of the species(France), where there are reports of mature female parr(Bagliniere and. Maisse 1985). others have explai-ned. suchfemales as rare unsuccessful mutations (Hindar an.Norland 1989).
Females generally spend one, two, or three wintersat sea' Delayed naturity can result in largerreproductive effort, but also in higher rnortality.Larger fish appear better able to ascend. 10ng, fastrivers' Higher age and. larger size at maturity can beadaptations to the difficulties of upstrearn migration(schaffer and Elson 1975). Larger fish spawn largereggs' which can result in larger fry perhaps better ableto survive in a larger, faster, colder, and harsherrivers' fhis would. arso favor delayed rnaturity. Butthe advantages of delayed maturity depend, heavily on therate of rnortality and the rate of growth d.uring the

second year at sea (schaffer and Elson 1975). Femalegrilse are most likely to be favored where smolt survivalis high and nonfluct,uating.
Most salmon stocks in rceland are essentially

semelparous. rn some stocks, however, a considerabr-eproportion of the fish are iteroparous (spawn more thanonce' some salmon spawn first as grilse (1 sea winter)
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or as salmon (2 or more sea winters), then migrate to the
sea the followinE spring and return later that same
sunmer to spawn again or return after one whole year at
sea. Fhere are' thus, several life hist,ory patterns of
iteroparous salmon.

Theoretical studies indicate that fluctuating
environrnental conditions causing variable mortality rates
of immature fish will favor reproduction over several
years (iteroparity) (Murphy 1968) . when prereprod.uctive
survival is uncertain, a tradeoff between lower
reproductive effort and greater longevity will occur
(stearns t976J. on the other hand, when fructuations
occur in the mortality rate at. the sexually mature stage,
then increased reproductive effort and consequently
shorter life span wilr be favored.(schaffer rg74). rn
populations of American shad (Alosa sapidissirna), the
southernmost populations are semelparous, while northern
populations are iteroparous (Legget and carscadden ]'gTB),
possibly because of more fluctuating survival of the
young in northern rivers. some anadromous populations
of brown trout in rceland. are iteropareous, while many
anadromous char populations are semelparous.
Nonanadromous populations of these species are often
iteropareous - The ad.vantages of iteroparity must also
depend on avairable recovery habitat for post-
reproductive adults in the river, as well as, on d.istance
to areas in the sea with food sufficiently available for
large fish from year to year.

As noted earli-er, most rcelandic stocks of salmon
are essentially semerparous, with hiqh reproductive
effort and fecundity. But individuals in each yearclass
become sexuar mature at different ag:es, this realizing

t
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ad'vantages of a sort of popurations yearcrass iteroparity
(Mann and Mills 1979). schaffer (rgil) predicted thata population of sernelparous organism with variabreprereproductive rnortality would respond by only afracti-on of the population reprod.ucing annual'y. Age atmaturity of salmon in more fluctuating environments inrivers in rceland is more heterogeneous than in the morestable rivers. True iteroparity in salmon stocks inrceland is found only in rivers having good recoverysites for spawned fish.

There are strong indications that the period shortlyafter the smolt migrate to sea is the most critical inrespect to the survival of the fish. This is seen inthat large part of the variation i.n the run of salmon canbe predicted by the vari-ati-on in the grilse run one yearearlier (Kristjansson 19g2, Scarnecchia 1984a,scarnecchia, rsaksson and white 1989a). There is largevariati-on in the survival 0f coho salmon smolts(oncorhvnchus kisutch) d.epending on the degree ofupwelling (review by Fisher and pearcy 1988). poor
feed'ing opportunities for the outmigrating smorts appearsto result in poor survival. Also in food-poor yearspredation on smolts may be heavy because of lack ofalternative prey for predaLors (Fisher and. pearcy 198s).sea conditions fluctuate more and are more unpredictable
in the sea north and east of rceland than south and westof rceland (Asthorsson, Hallgrinsson and Jonsson 19g3).This may affect, food production and the survival ofsnolts in rcelandic stocks of salmon, more so in Northrceland than in south and west rceland (scarnecchia
1984b, Scarnecchia, fsaksson and White I989b). Thisappears to also affect the abundance of other fish

I
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specj.es" Weight, growth, and survival of cod (cadus
roorhua), capeline, and other fishspecies of particular
yearclasses are affect,ed. by these fluctuation in oceanj-c
condition (Malnberg 1986) .

Variable smolt survival could partly explain higher
and more heterogeneous age at maturity of salmon in
northern rivers. For fish that survive this critical
period, it can be advantageous t,o stay an extra year at
sea to gain higher fecundity, if subseguent rnortality
rate is relatively Iow and growth rate is high. rt seems
that there is higher growth rate at sea in stocks in
north rceland than stocks from south and west, rceland.
From the catch records, it is seen that both grilse and
salmon in north rceland are generally larger in size than
in west rceland, even though the smolts are sirnilar in
size. The higher gain in weight at sea could further
make it advantageous to stay an extra year at sea in
north fceland.

unfavorable oceanic conditions and heavy smolt
mortality would also favor selection of precocious male
parr, especially if the river environment is stabre.
smolt mortality can be very high during downstream
migration (Larson Lgg5) where there are long migration
routes to the sea.

The sea age at rnaturity seems to be det,ernined in
freshwater. rn some canadian stocks, ovarian development
stage was found to be more advanced. in emigraLing srnolts
in grilse stocks than in stocks spending rnultiple winters
at sea (Chadwick, Randall and Leger 1986). There is
also an inverse relat,ionship betrareen ovarian development
in Atlantic salmon smorts and parental sea agie (chad.wick,
claytor and Leger 1987). other findings tend to support

I
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this. There is a linear association of grilse and salmon
in the same smolt, cohort, in salmon stocks in rceland.,
despite varying oceanic condition (Kristjansson 19Ba,
scarnecchia 1984a, scarnecchia, rsaksson, and white
1989). These findings further strengthen the view that
life history pattern is in part genetically determined
in salmonids. Life history is partly environmentally
induced, and variations in the environrnent can alter it.

Life hist,ory strategies

Life history st,rategies can best be und.erstood with
reference to the entire lif,e history pattern of each
stock. Knowledge about its habitats wil] aid in
understanding the serecting pressures and the ad.aptation
of the stock, as seen in it,s life history pattern.

The various stosks of Atlantic salmon have evolved
so that they can best survive in the habitats they live
in. Habitat itself is constantly evolving. A stock of
salmon is therefore of transitory nature, since it is
constantly adapting to its changing environment.
Knowledge about the habitat and understanding of its
development should greatly facilitate understanding of
the patterns of evolution operating on the organism
within it.

By knowi-ng the habitat dimensions of the species or
populations under study, it should be easier to detect
the most enabling and constrai-ning environmental
features, which in most cases should. also be the most
selective pressures. rn this respect the usefulness of
a comprehensive habitat classification is apparent. A
hierarchi-cal view is necessary both to classify the
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habitat and to understand interspecific and intraspecific
variation in adaptat,ion to the environment, incruding
variat,ion in life history traits. rt is therefore
valuable to relate the various biologicar traits of an
organism to various environmental conditions.

F
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LIFE HISTORY PATTER,I{S OF ICELANDTC SALI4ON IN RELAtrION
TO THE CLASSES OF ICELANDTC WATER,SHEDS AND RIVERS

Life history data

Ehe gieneral trends in life history tactics of
Atlantic salmon have now been described.. The dominant
features of different, classes of rcelandic rivers have
also been revealed.. rt is now of interest to rook at the
life histories of d.if ferent salmonid.s inhabiting
different classes of rceland.ic rivers. Most inforrnations
on the life histories are availible for Atlantic salmon,
but in some cases also for the brown trout and the arctic
char. The main emphasis is therefore on the life history
of the Atl-antic salmon. oceanic condi-tions and
fructuation in the favorableness of the sea to
outmigrating smoLts have also been di_scussed.. The
oceanic conditions of the sea outside different parts of
rcel-and are important to consid.er when the life history
strategies of anadromous stocks are viewed.

Life history data from rcelandic watersheds are of
several types. Accurate catch statistics are available,
since the catch each year as welr as sex and weight of
each fish is recorded for nearly a1l rivers. Long series
of such catch statistics as nelr as fairly constant
fishing effort make these catch statistics unigue.
Grilse and salmon can be separated by use of weight
freguencies. Each smolt cohort was treated separately,
so the grilse of year n were considered to be in the same
cohort as salmon of year n+1. There is a problem with
the catch data where there are repeat spawners. A salmon
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that is going to spawn for the second (or third or
fourth) time is likeIy to be considered as a salmon that
has been 2 or 3 years at sea. This will distort the
grilse-salmon ratio as seen from these data a1one. Data
are arso taken from numerous scale analyses, whj-ch also
aid i-n the separation of the Erilse from salmon. Field
surveys provide import,ant data on smolt age as well as
on the occurrence of mature male parr. fn a few
instances, age data were avairable from adult and smolt
traps.

Some of these data are published, mainly in the
reports of the rnstiLute of Freshwater Fisheries in
rceland. other unpubrished date were eollected by the
Institute,

Lif,e history tactics in spring-fed rivers

Spring-fed rivers offer a stable habitat. The
thermal regime and the physical habitat in each river in
large part deternine what, species can occur. Many of
these rivers have resident trout and char stocks.
Anadromous stocks are often present, but part of such a
stock may be resident. clirnatic cond.itions as well as
the oceanic conditions outsid.e these regions differ, and
it' is of interest to see how the stocks respond in each
reg]-on.

Spfinq-fed rivers in south Tceland f iA'r Oceanic
conditions outside this area (Figure 19 1A) do not
fluctuate much. Volcanic activity has, however,
disturbed the biota in two of the largest rivers in
recent years. There is little information on life
histories of salmonid.s in this area. Brov,rn trout is the
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dominant species, anadromous populations of brown trout
being conmon, but resident fish are also known. The
smolt age seems to be uniform and the fish spawn several
times over their life span. Arctic char, both resident,
and anadromous are arso in this area, but salmon are
rare.

Some
rivers in this area have a lake near their origin.
Rivers in this area flow to the west, south, and north
of rceland (Figure 19 1B). salmon is the dominant
species. The life history pattern is uniform, one life
history type being dominant (3 years in freshwater and
1 year at sea) (Table 3). The d.ensity of juveniles is
high in these productive and stable rivers. Mature male
parr are found herer ES in many productive rivers in
rceland. This indicates that the maturing of male parr
in freshwater is favored where food is abundant and the
river environment stable. Mortality from smolt stage to
returning adult is always high. rn River Ei-ridaar, s.w.
rceland, ouLmigrating smolts have been tagged and the
return rate measured. From those studies the rnortality
was B0? in the 1975 smolt run (rsaksson, Rasch and poe
L978), goeo in the 1995 smolt, run (Krist,jansson tgBT) and
in the 1988 smolt run the rnortality was gsz (cudjonsson
and Antonsson unpublished data). This high marine
nortality together with the favorable river environment
favors the mature male parr.

There are some repeat spawners. weight frequencies
in catch data are mainly used to separate grilse from
salmon. Repeat spawners are therefore likely to be
consi-dered as salmon (z years at sea) in the catch
statistic data. The salmon component is thus lower than
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Several life history traits of salmon stocks
of spring-fed rivers in south-west Iceland (18
in Figure 18).
SW = Sea winter, D = dominant, * = conmon,
# = fairly colnmon, * = rare.
Years of cacth records used written below
average cat,ch.
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the numbers i-ndicate (Table 3 ) . This is especially
apparent, in River sogn which has high proportion of
repeat spawners (r-5?). The time shortly after the smolt
migrate to sea seems to be especially critical" Fish
that once reach maturity seem to have a good
chance to spawn more than once in these rivers. lhis is
because the fish have good. opportunity to survive after
spawning, especially in the larger rivers and in rakes
(River sog, River Ellidaar), and then recover at sea.
rn this regard, the sea south of rceland (River sog) is
more predietable and favorable than elsewhere around
Iceland.

There are ri-vers flowing north frorn this region,
which join a large glacial river, These spring-fed
rivers are at high elevation (5oo-600 m. above sea-
level) . Arct,ic char is the dominant species in these
drainages, such as in River seydisa. some of the char
are resident and some sea run. The anadromous char
juveniles leave the river after z Eo 4 years and migrate
to the sea, more than r0o kn. The char Eenerally stay
2 summers at sea (1 and 3 also known) before returning
to River seydisa, where most of the char seem Lo spawn
1 to 3 years later. The char always spend. the winter in
freshwaters 

' but i-mmature char d.o not necessarily spend.
the winter i-n the home river. A high proportion of males
do not go to sea. The river environment is stable and
both juveniles and adults are present, in the river for
several years, this favoring persistence of the st,ock
even though unfavorable oceanic cond.itions north of
fceland last for some years (Gudjonsson 1989a).

sprinq-fed rivers in north rceland. (rc) These
rivers are fairly stable but oceanic condi-tion outside
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fluctuate greatly frorn year to year (Ic in Figure l9).
Atlantic salmon is the dominant species. The juveniles
smolt at relat,ivery young age. The rargest part of the
same year-class smolts over a period of about 3 years
(Table a). rn this wdy, an entire yearclass will not be
virtually lost if smolts find unfavorabre oceanic
conditions on entering the sea. smolt of the same cohort
i^rill mature at different times over a period. of 3 years
and some of the fish will spawn more than once. Together
these tend to ensure that unfavorable oceanic condition
will have less adverse effect, on the stock. rn this
respect, these stocks have both real iteroparity and the
advantages of a sort of iteroparity resulting from a
yearclass inaturing at dif ferent t,imes. such rnultiple
life history patterns can be viewed as a sort of
polymorphic adaptation to different conditions in time,
even though polymorphic ad.aptation to different condition
in space j-s better known.

Life history in euaternary direct runoff rivers

Rivers of this type are in two regions, both in
south rceland. The thermal regime of the rivers g,overns
what species are dominant. The ri-vers in the east area
(2A) are g'enerally shorter and colder than rivers in the
west area (28) , Brown trout, is the dominant speci-es in
the east area while Atlantic salrnon is dominant in the
west area. These species respond differently in their
life histories to similar environments. These ri-vers are
unstable in flow and temperature. The rate of juvenil_e
survival is thus uncertain.
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Several life history traits of salmon stocksof spring-fed rivers in north Iceland (lC inFigure 18).
SW = sea winter, D = dominant, * = cotnmon,
# = fairly conmon, + = rare.
Years of catch records used. writt,en below
averag'e catch.
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ouaternary direct runoff rivers in south-east
fceland (2A) Rj-vers in this area (Figure 19 2A) are
generally unstable, but oceanic condj_tions in the sea
outside are stable. Brown trout is the dominant species.
Arctic char are aLso conmon, but salmon are rare. The
brown trout here are usually anadromous. The juveniles
smolt when 2-3 years old and go to the sea. Many of
these rivers fLow into spring-fed and glacier-fed rivers,
which of fer stable environrnent,s in the estuaries for
large juveniles. Some juveniles spend. their last I or
2 freshwater years near the estuary of the river. After
staying at sea 2 or 3 summers the brown trout reach
sexual maturity. They spawn each year after that up to
5 times (M. Johannsson rnstitute of Freshwater Fisheries
1988 pers. com. ). Brown trout always overwinter in
freshwater, but immature fish do not necessarily
overwinter in their home water (Gudjonsson 19S9a).

The life histories of these brown trout stocks show
that the freshwater phase is relatively short but the
adult stage is long and the stocks are iteropareous.
This j-s a good adaptation to unstabre river cond.itions
and st,able oceanic condit,ion. post-juveniles form the
main port,ion of the stocks, and the rivers are only used.
for spawning and for the first, 1 or 2 years of life (1
year in the estuary of the main river).

Ouaternary direct runoff rivers in south fceland
(2b) The rivers in this area (Figure 19 28) are unstable
but the oceanic condition are stable. Atlantic sarmon
is the dominant species in most of the rivers, but brown
trout also occur. The juvenj-les generally smolt at a
young age (2 to 3 years o1d) (Table 5). fn some rivers,
the juveniles leave their home river earlier and spend
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Several life history traits of salmon stocksof Quaternary direct runoff rivers in southIceland (2b in Figure 18).
SW = Sea winter, D = dominant, * = common,
# - fairly conmon, * = rare.
Years of catch records used written below
average catch.
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their last year in a rnainly spring-fed. river, which many
of these ri-vers flow into (M. Johannsson rnstitute of
Freshriater Fisheries L9g8 pers. coro.). The fish reach
sexual maturity at different sea-ages (fable S).
Furthermore, a considerable proportion of the fish spawn
more than once (Table 5). Mature male parr exist in the
smaller lowland drainages of this type. rn the highland
drainages mature male parr are very rare. Maturation of
males at the parr stage from River stora Laxa was very
Iow when reared in a hatchery, but hatchery rearing of
other stocks induced high degree of sexuar maturation in
mare parr. Large proportions of the fish in these stocks
are in the post-juvenile stage. This adaption is similar
to the adaption of brown trout in the same type of rivers
in south east rceland. Differences in how these two
species respond to similar environrnents are aLso
apparent.

Life history in Tertiary rivers

Rivers in the Tertiary areas are generally harsh and
unproductive. The presence of lakes and the altitude are
the most infruential factors. Rivers in extensive, frat,
veEetat,ed areas at relat,ively low altitude are the most
stable and productive ones.

Life histories, depending on the envi-ronmental
character, are very d.ifferent in these rivers from those
j.n rivers of other types.

Direct runoff rivers in north-west fceland f3A)
conditions in the rivers and in the sea outside the river
in this area (Figure 19 3A) are unstable. Arctic char,
often anadromous, is the dominant species in the region.
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Anadromy opens the possibility to utilize more dependable
and productive environments in the sea. Food abundance
in the inshore areas the char utilize are not highry
depend.ant on oceanie condition. Data on char life
history are poor. rt, is likeIy that for the first time
the char generally migrate to sea very young. sarmon
occupy only a few rivers, rnostly lake-fed ones or ones
with long lowland drainages. strengths of yearclasses
are highly variable, depending on crirnatic conditions.
In cold years, fry emerge lat,e and suf fer higher
mortality during their first winter. salmon in each year
class smolt over a period. of many years (Table G). smolt
age and range in smolt age of a yearclass i-ncreases
during periods of cold years. The fish reach maturity
after one or two years at sea. Thus many life history
patterns exist in salmon stocks in this region. This is
an adaption to this unstabre environment. progeny of a
single female spawn over period of many years. This
favors persS-stence of the stock during harsh periods,
either in the river or in sea. Mature mare parr are
generally rare, apparently an evolutionary result of the
harsh and unstable river environment. rn systems with
lowland lakes, rivers are more favorable and stabre and.
mature mare parr more common. Repeat spawners are very
rare. There is litLle chance to survive in the river
after spawning, and chances to recover at sea the
following spring are presumably slirn and unpred.ictabre.

The
rivers in this region (Figure 19 38) are unfavorabre for
Atlantic salmon, and the oceanic condition in the spring
are fluctuating and unpredictable. only a few of these
rivers support sarmon. Arctic char is the d.ominant
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Several life history traj-ts of salmon stocks
of direct runoff rivers in north-rnrest, fseland
(3A in Figure 18).
SW = sea winter, D = dominant, * = common,
# = fairly conmon, * = rare.
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species, both anadromous and resident forms being
present. The resident form is mainly confined to lakes.
The anadromous char presumably migrates generarly to the
sea very young for the first time. Many life history
forms of char occur in these and other unstabre rivers.
The life history patterns of salmon here are simi_lar to
those in the direct runoff rivers of the north-west
(Table 7). Fish in a yearcrass smort and become mature
over a long time period. Mature male parr are rare and
so are repeat spawners. The same constraints affect the
salmon stocks in this area as in other areas having
unstable freshwater and marine environments.

rl-v The
oceanic conditions off this area (Figure 19 3c) are very
unpredictabre. Moreover, the rivers are unstable.
Arctic char is the dominant species, and is often
anadromous. salmon are rare. The life history pattern
of salmon stocks in this area is siinilar t,o rife history
pattern in rivers of this type in other regions. Mature
male parr are rare and so are repeat spawners (Tabre g).
The total age span of salmon is broader than in rivers
of this type elsewhere. This adaptation to very unstabre
environment, is sirnirar to those rivers having similar
environrnents.

Rivers
in this area (Figure 19 3D) are heterogienous. some are
typical direct runoff rivers, but many are stabilized by
lakes. Lakes and extensive lowlands in west rceland make
many of the rivers more favorable salmonids environments.
oceanic condi-tions here are more pred.ictable than in
north rceland. Atlantic salmon is the dorninant species
in many of the rivers. The rife history patterns in the
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River naue llat]lle I SH 2 sll
parr
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Several life history traits of salmon stocks
of direct runoff rivers in north Iceland (38
in Figure 18).
SW = Sea winter, D = dominant, * = corlmon,
# - fairly conmon, * = rare.
Years of catch records used written below
averge catch.

FeDales lepeat
-- sparners

1Sl{ 25l{ 3Sll

tttt

srolt age in years

3Sl{

t

,\verage References

L234 5678 calch
no tsD

fljotaa + 61.4 31.9 3.7

Fnjoska + 50.5 48.0 1.5

28,7 68.5 2,8

18.1 81.1 0.8

***+

+it++

155 47 Inst. fresh'J.
(1969-1986) Fisb. UnP. data

282 46 lorasson 1988b

(f969-1985) Inst. Freshu'
Fish. UnP. data

I
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Feuales Repeat
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lsB 2sr{ 3sri

Suolt age in years

Average References
L234 5678 catch
Fdoninalt agef r=comol no tsD
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Several life hist,ory traits of salmon stosksof direct runoff rivers in east fceland (3C inFigrure 19).
SW = Sea winter, D = dominant, *r = corrmon,# = fairly common, + = rare,
Years of catch records used. written belowaverge catch.

[ales

2SH 3Sti

t It

76.6

lagarfljot Sparse data

23,3 0.1 3 44,3 * * t + + + I23 g9 Imt,F?esbH.
(1971-1986) tish. Unp. data

* i * + Inst.freshld.
Fish, 0np. data
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more favorable and stable rivers here are sirnilar t,o
those in spring-fed rivers in south-west Iceland (Table
9). There is a uniform life history pattern with one
dominant smolt age and a high grilse component of the
mature stock. Tn the more unstable rj-vers, rnultiple
smolt ages occur and a wider range in age at maturity.
Mature male parr are conmon in many of the more stable
rivers of this type. In these rivers, some of the fish
spawn more than once.

Wetland heath stream in north-west Tceland f4A\
These rivers are productive and reLatively stable. They
flow both to the west and to the north (Figure 19 4A).
Atlantic salmon is the dominant, species in most of these
rivers. Arctic char, often anad.romous, are also conmon
in the slower flowing sections of the rivers.

Oceanic conditions in the west are more stable than
in the north. Consequently, the stocks of salmon in
rivers flowing west (River Thvera and River Laxa i oolurn)
have more uniform smort age than stocks in rivers flowing
north (Table 10). This is apparently because smolt
survival is rnore stable from year to year at sea west of
Iceland than north of lceland. Mature male parr are
found in high numbers in the most, favorable rivers.
Repeat spawners are found in some number in some of the
rivers, where there are good possibilities to survive
after spawningr ds in lakes or in slow f lowing rj-ver
sections. There is also a wid.e range in the age of
rnaturity in these stocks, favoring stock persistence
through several years of unfavorable oceanic cond.itions.
The life history is most uniform in the most stable and
favorable rivers. During colder harsher period.s, in the
river, yearclasses are smal1er, the smolt age increases,

I
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Several life history trait,s of salmon st,ocksof direct runoff rivers in west rceland (3D inFigure 18).
SW = Sea winter, D = d,ominant, * = cornmon,# fairly conmon, + =rare.Years of catch records used written belowaverge catch.

Repeat S[o1t age in yeals

tsI{ 2st{ 3sti
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ntt6
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12345678 catch

no tSD
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Bugda
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?o 1 lo o n o
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54.9 14.2

tt*
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fish. Unp.data

230 45 Eirarsson 1987a
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tish. Unp, data

933 {9 Jonsson 1981

(1955-1986) lnst. tueshir.
Iish. Unp. data

L74 {7 ToEasson 1978

(1971-1986) Inst. Flesb'e.

fish. utp. data

1702 28 Gudjonsson 1978
(1959-1986) Fridliksson 1940

Jonsson 1982, Inst.
Fresh,,l. Fish. Unp.

data

1542 40 Isaksson 1985
(1971-1985) Inst, IreshH.

Iish. Unp. data

301 30 Einarsson 1987c,
1972-1985) 1988b, 1989a,

Irst, Freshs. I'ish,
Unp, data

149 34 Imt. fteshir.
(1970-1986) lish. Onp. data

509 {1 Inst. ftesh'i.
( 1948-1985 )

taxa i I 79.2 19.6 1.2
leirarsveit

hdakilsa t s5.3 t4 . i 0. G

88.1 11.5 0.4

Alfta I 78.4 20.5 Ll

Langa

Xida llo data 71.9

laukadalsa [o data 71.8

D

Sparse data

2'7.3

27 .0

0,7

0.9

0.9

L.2
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Table 10. several life history traits of salmon stocksof wetland. heath rivers in north-west Iceland
(4a in Figure tB).
SW = sea winter, D = dominant, * = common,
# = fairly conmon, + = rare.
Years of cat,ch records used writt,en below
averge catch.

River naDe l{atuIe 1 Sl{

palr
t

feEales Repeat

1Sll 2Sli 3SIi

liit

Suolt age in years

lverage References

7231 5678 catch
no tSD

liales

2Sl{ 3si{

Thvera I 71.4 24.9 3,7 51.7 46.3 2,0 +D+

Laxa i Doluu + 72,7 41.9 2,5 49.5 4'1,9 2.6 + * D+

63.2 35.0 1.8

55.9 35.7 7,3

34.2 64.3 1.5

23,1 68.9 8.0

1683 39 Gudjomson 1978

{1957-1985) linarsson i989b

Inst. freshei.
fish.0np. data

880 61 Jonsson 1979, I984b
(1972-1985) Gudjonsson 1984

Eila$son 1985b,

1987d, Inst.
freshw. Fish,
Unp, data

46 93 Einarsson 1986c.

{1951-1986) 1986d, Inst.
freshs, Fisb.
Unp. data

210 33 EjnaEsson 1982,

{1971-1986) 1987e, Inst.
Freshu. fish.
Unp, data

1255 {5 ftdjonsson 1978

(1955-1985) Inst. Freshi,r.

Fish. Unp. data

1054 35 Gudjonsson 1978

(1948-1985) Tomsson and

Gardalsson 1985

Iorasson 1985b,1988c

Inst. FIeshH,

Fish. (]np. data

996 33 cudjonsson 1983

(1974-1986) cardarcson and
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IoDasson 1987b

1988b Inst. rlesbi{.
Fish, Unp. data

1237 40 Kristjansson 1982

(1968-f985) Iorasson 1986c,
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Inst. freshir.
fj.sb. Unp, data

1433 41 Gudbergsson and
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Gudjonsson 1985c,

l9g7bc, Gudionsson
and Vidarsson l988ab

Laxa i + 75.0

flrutafirdi
3'7.5 50.8 1.7 +ii++

56,4 32,1 1.4 tEr15 ***++flrutafjardara+
and Sika

ridfjardara +

vididalsa +

ard Pitja

Vatnsdalsa +

Laxa a ,lsun t

+*t+

***++

57,2 28.6 4.2 22.7 75,9 2.0 *r *++

79.8 I9.0 1.2 52.5 36.4 1.1 +lr+

49.6 49,'t 0.'l af c ar 0 h 1 +*i+
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as does the ranEe in smolt age.
sEreams l-n

Rivers in this region (Figure 19 48) are stable but
oceanic conditions are unsLable. Atlantic salmon is the
main species. Life history adaptations in these rivers
are similar to those in rivers in north west rceland, but
the life span is longer apparently in response to more
fluctuating oceanic conditions (Table 1r). Repeat
spawners are conmon and so are precocious male parr.
some of these later nrigrate to sea, as observed. in a
smolt trap in River Vesturd.alsa.

The life history strategies of fceland.ic stogks of
salmonids in relation to the classification

The classif ication system present,ed. aids
understanding of the physical constraints in the habitat
on the life hist,ories of the salrnonids. when habitat
capacities and performances are viewed, both in the
rivers and in the sea outside, along with the capacities
and performances of the f ish populations, und.erst,anding
of adaptations to habitat through d.ifferent strategies
in life history is enhanced..

The rivers of fcel_and present very different
environments for salmonids. The stability of the
environment is variable and, favorableness in terms of
food availability is variable. Food availability depends
on the fertility and the therrnal regime of the river
water. The physical habitat within and between rivers
is mainly dependent on the slope of the watershed and the
type of the geological formation. Both the type of the
physical habitat and the thermal regime of the river

I
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Several life history traits of salmon stocks
of wetland heath rivers in north-east Iceland
(4b in Figure 18).
SW = sea winter, D = dominant, * = common,
# = fairly conmon, + = rare.
Years of catch records used written below
averge catch.

Hales

2SW 3SW

Svalbardsii + 57.9 35.9 5.3 16.2 80.8 3'0 *tt*t

+ 60.6 34.7 4,7 22,4 13,1 4.2 i

135 58 Benediktsson 1987

(197i-l986) Inst. kesh$.
Fisb, Unp. data

207 65 Inst. ftesbs.

{1964-1986) tish, Unp, data

117 61 0dinsson 1988

(1970-1986) Inst. lreshu.
fisb. Unp. data

sandd

ilidfjardara + 74.4 22,9 2,1

ald Kverka

Sela + 61.7 35.4 3.0

Vesturdalsa + 66,7 31.5

I 54,5 31.4 4,0

24.2 74.7 I.1

11 0 4F 0 1 1

36.7 52.6 0.7

16.8 79.I 4.1

+*

+*

+*

* * * + + 410 95 kistja$son1982
(1975-1986) Gudjonsson 1988b

Inst. Fresbs.
fish. Unp, data

t * * f+ 215 65 GxdjonssonlgSSa
(1956-1986) Inst. fresh!,'

fish. Unp. data

I t * + {94 90 Gudjonsson 1988c

(1948-1985) Inst. lresbs.
Fish. Unp. data
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water affect the distribution of the salmonid species.
The life hi-stories of sarmonids in the rivers of

rceland vary depending on the stability of the river
habitats and the oceanic cond.ition outside. rn the most
stable and productive rivers, salmonid.s tend to be
resident (Table 12). rn the case of Atlantic salmon,
female of which are always anadromous in rceIand, mature
male parr are conmon in such rivers. This is also true
where the oceani-c condition are harsh and unpredictable,
where oceanic cond,itions are more stable and predictable,
anadromous stocks tend to have uniform life histories
(Table 12). rf the river presents an unstable and harsh
environment in relation to the sea outside, anadromous
stocks are common. The freshwater phase is then often
short and the stock reserves are in rnurtiple forms of
adults or semi-ad.ults at sea (Table 12 ) . The f ish then
spend different times at sea and some may spawn more than
once, if there are recovery si-tes in the river for spent
fish (lakes, slow sections). rf both freshwater and
oceanic conditions are unstable, multiple rife history
forms are present (Table 12).

The fish always tend. to be in the life forms where
the chances of surviving, growing, and, reproducing are
best. From this point of view, the bet-hed.ging life
history theory (stearns l.'976) can be applied to the
saLmonids in rceland. The life history seems to be
adapted so that the population can survive even though
heavy mortality can occur at certaln life stages from
tinre to tine. one such life stage is the fi-rst winter
of life for sarmon in many of rcelandrs rivers,
especially in the colder and more unstable rivers where
juveniles can suffer high mortality. rf salmon egqs



Table 12. Summary of life history
in Iselandic rivers in
stability of river and

L10

patterns of salmonids
relation to the
oceanic environments.

River
environment

Unstable

Ocean
environment,

Unstable

Rivers in region
as in Figure 19

3ABC

Life history
patterns

MultipIe
patterns
in years at
sea and in
freshwater

Short river
duration, many
patterns in
years at sea
including
repeat
spar,rning

Uniform life
history
pattern, one
dominant life
history
pattern,
resident forms
more conmon

Many patterns
in years in
freshwater and
years at sea
including
repeat
spawning,
resident forms
more cornmon

Unstable Stable

Stable Stable

Stable

2AB
(some in :D)

IAB
(some in 3Dr 4A)

Unstable rc, 4AB
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hatch late in the surnmer and growth durinq the first
summer is poor heavy rnortality can occur the forlowing
winter. Another such life stage is the tinre when smolts
go to the sea. rf unfavorable ocean conditions exist
then, heavy mortality occurs. This is tire case, in some
years, in the northern rivers of Iceland..

The populations have adapted their life histories
to such constraints. rn the exampres above, iuveniles
from the same year-class smolt over a period. of some
yearsr so the entire yearclass wirl not be rost if the
smolts are confronted with harsh cond.itions.
Furthermore, the smolts that survive through this
critical perlod will return over a period. of several
years and therefore spawn in different years.

other adaptations are seen where the river habitat
is very unstabre but oceanic condition stabre. There the
freshwater phase is short but different ind.ividuals of
a yearclass mature and spawn over a period. of several
years. where there is suitabre habitat within the river
system for spawners to recover after spawning, some fish
may spawn more than once. A different adaptation is seen
in the most stable and favorable rivers in rceland, where
resident life forms are favored.

As seen from these examples, it is neccessary to
know the habitat of the population in guestion and how
it constrains and. enables the population, if its life
history tactics are to be understood. with such
understanding, the management of the populations/ the
fish stocks, is mad.e more coherent and effective.
By constantly adapt,ing life history to habitat,
salmonids persist in and coevolve with constantly
changing habitat. salmonid research and manag:ement
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should always take this into account,
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